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Abstract

We study the properties of “shock-exposure instruments”: functions of
quasi-experimental shocks and pre-determined but endogenous measures of
heterogeneous shock exposure. Examples include shift-share instruments,
instruments capturing spillovers in social and transportation networks,
simulated policy eligibility instruments, and model-implied instruments.
We show that the validity of these instruments generally requires a simple
but non-standard recentering, derived from knowledge of counterfactual
shocks that might well have been realized. This recentering benchmarks
each observation of the instrument against its expectation across counter-
factual shocks, holding fixed each observation’s shock exposure. Knowledge
of the shock assignment process can also be used for exact randomization
inference and specification tests that are valid in finite samples. We fur-
ther establish conditions for large-sample consistency and characterize the
shock-exposure instruments that are asymptotically efficient. We illustrate
the practical implications of our framework in several applications.
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1 Introduction

Researchers use instrumental variables to leverage quasi-experimental variation in an endogenous

treatment and estimate its causal effects. In traditional settings, each observation receives its own as-

good-as-randomly-assigned shock which can be used directly as an instrument. Often, however, quasi-

experimental shocks affect the treatment status of many observations jointly but to different extents.

For example, improvements to a transportation network may differentially increase the market access

of many cities, changes in international trade policy may differentially affect the economic conditions of

many regions, and reforms to an entitlement program may differentially expand the eligibility of many

individuals. In these settings, researchers may construct an instrument—what we call a shock-exposure

instrument (SEIV)—which combines the quasi-experimental shocks with pre-determined measures of

heterogeneous shock exposure. Typically the assumption of quasi-random shock variation is viewed

as sufficient for such instruments to be valid levers for causal inference, perhaps conditional on a set

of observed regression controls.

This paper establishes problems with and solutions for identification and inference with SEIVs,

using a novel econometric framework that encompasses common research designs across many fields.

We first show that SEIV estimates may suffer from omitted variables bias (OVB), even when the shocks

underlying the instrument are as-good-as-randomly assigned. The OVB problem arises when different

observations receive systematically different values of the instrument because of their predetermined

exposure to quasi-experimental shocks. Even when the placement of new railroad construction or the

timing of line upgrades is random, for example, cities in the center of the transportation network may

get systematically larger increases in market access because they tend to be closer to any given line.

The validity of shock-exposure instruments then fails if more central cities are also systematically

different in terms of the unobservable shocks affecting the outcome. This source of OVB need not be

captured by standard regression controls

We propose a general solution to OVB with shock-exposure instruments that involves specifying

and simulating the shock assignment process; that is, redrawing counterfactual shocks that were as

likely to have occurred as the realized ones. One might, for example, assume that different railroad lines

had an equal chance of being selected for upgrade from an initial transportation development plan

and use this assumption to simulate counterfactual upgrade schemes. Similarly, one could assume

that observed tariff changes across different industries and policy variation across states could as

well have been exchanged. By measuring, separately for each observation, the average value of the

SEIV across possible shocks—what we call the expected instrument—the researcher can recenter the

shock-exposure instrument to purge OVB. The recentered instrument compares units with higher-

than-expected values of the instrument, because of the realized shocks, to those with lower-than-

expected values. By construction, this instrument is not systematically higher for any predetermined

set of observations with potentially different unobservables and is thus valid. Including the expected
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instrument as a regression control also solves the OVB problem, by extracting the same exogenous

variation leveraged by the recentered instrument.

Taking a stand on the shock assignment process is generally necessary for SEIVs to rely just on

quasi-experimental variation in shocks and not also on an assumption of exogenous shock exposure.

Absent such a stance, causally interpreting SEIV estimates requires an assumption that unobserved

outcome shocks are uncorrelated with the expected instrument—an assumption that is difficult to

assess precisely because the expected instrument is unspecified. Causal identification with the recen-

tered instrument instead follows solely from the quasi-randomness of shocks, though it continues to

derive power from heterogeneous shock exposure.

We next show how the challenge of statistical inference with interdependent (e.g. spatial or net-

worked) SEIVs can also be overcome by specifying a shock assignment process. This problem arises

when both observed and unobserved shocks affect many observations jointly, inducing complex data

dependencies where observations are “fuzzily clustered” by their common shock exposure. In such

cases, conventional approaches to asymptotic inference that rely on sufficient independence between

most pairs of observations (for example, those from different clusters or located at geographic or net-

work distance above some threshold (Conley, 1999)) can fail. Our solution is to adapt principles of

Fisher’s randomization inference (RI) to the SEIV setting with specified counterfactual shocks. RI-

based tests and confidence intervals for second-stage effects and balance coefficients are exact, for any

correlation structure in the residuals, and robust to weak instruments (Imbens and Rosenbaum, 2005).

We address the practical issue of choosing a powerful RI test statistic for SEIV by using the observa-

tion that each statistic induces a Hodges-Lehmann estimator which rationalizes the observed statistic

as typical under its null (Hodges and Lehmann, 1963; Rosenbaum, 2002). We pick the statistic that

induces the recentered SEIV estimator, tightly linking our approaches to estimation and inference.

We complement this finite-sample inferential approach with an asymptotic analysis, establishing

sufficient conditions for consistency of the recentered estimator and associated RI tests as well as

characterizing the large-sample efficient constructions of recentered SEIV instruments. We show that

recentered SEIVs yield consistent estimates and powerful RI tests when the shocks induce sufficiently-

uncorrelated variation in the instrument, regardless of the correlation structure of the unobservables.

Our derivation of asymptotically efficient SEIVs extends the canonical Chamberlain (1987) analysis

of optimal estimation to non-iid data and a non-standard conditional moment restriction.1

We extend our basic analysis of SEIVs in several ways. First, we show how SEIVs can be used

when the shock assignment process is only partially specified, allowing for a vector of unknown pa-

rameters which govern, for example, how shocks vary systematically with observables. Valid (though

conservative) finite-sample confidence intervals can be obtained in this case by a two-step RI proce-
1Adão et al. (2019a) use the iid approach of Chamberlain (1987) to characterize efficient instruments in a model of

spatial linkages and international trade. As discussed in Section 5.6, our characterization of efficient shock-exposure
instruments allows for the complex dependence structure induced by shocks, as well as endogeneity of shock exposure.
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dure (Berger and Boos, 1994). Second, we discuss how predetermined observables can be included as

SEIV regression controls to reduce variation in the residuals in a straightforward way. Third, we dis-

cuss SEIV regressions with multiple instruments or treatments. Finally, we show that the recentered

SEIV estimator captures a convex average of heterogeneous treatment effects under an appropriate

monotonicity assumption, extending the classic Imbens and Angrist (1994) result to this setting.

Our general framework provides concrete insights for a large number of empirical designs. First, we

discuss the OVB and inference problems associated with instruments based on network spillovers and

upgrades, including transportation and other spatial networks (Carvalho et al., 2016; Jaravel et al.,

2018; Donaldson and Hornbeck, 2016; Donaldson, 2018; Allen et al., 2019). In models of economic

geography, for example, instruments for market access may combine quasi-experimental variation in

transportation upgrades with predetermined but non-random variation in network centrality. We

illustrate the role of SEIV recentering in such settings by an application that estimates the local em-

ployment effects of increased regional connectivity from a recent expansion of high-speed rail (HSR) in

China (Lin, 2017). While panel regressions of urban employment growth on changes in regional mar-

ket access suggest a large and statistically significant causal effect, we find this to be likely driven by

systematic differences in a city’s exposure to potential HSR quasi-experiments. Outcome pre-trends

are strongly correlated with expected market access growth, constructed under a simple assumption

of exchangeable HSR line opening dates as well as a more realistic assumption of idiosyncratic con-

struction timing. Correspondingly, treatment effect estimates that correct for expected market access

yield much smaller IV estimates and permutation-based confidence intervals that do not exclude the

null hypothesis of no effect.

Second, we show how our SEIV framework can be used to boost precision in settings with a sim-

ulated policy eligibility instrument (Currie and Gruber, 1996a,b; Cohodes et al., 2016; Cullen and

Gruber, 2000; Gruber and Saez, 2002; East and Kuka, 2015). Traditional simulated eligibility instru-

ments isolate quasi-experimental policy variation by removing much of the individual heterogeneity in

policy exposure, constructing an instrument that only varies across U.S. states or broad groups. We

show how endogenous exposure can be efficiently leveraged in SEIVs that are nevertheless valid. We

illustrate the precision gains from such additional variation in an application that estimates Medicaid

take-up and crowd-out effects from recent Affordable Care Act expansions. SEIV estimates have at

least 30-40% smaller standard errors than more conventional simulated instrument estimates, and

Monte Carlo simulations show dramatic power improvements.

Third, we show how our framework yields new methods for inference with linear shift-share (or

“Bartik”) instruments (Bartik, 1991; Blanchard and Katz, 1992; Card, 2001; Autor et al., 2013), in

which the SEIV is an exposure-weighted average of shocks.2 Randomization inference based on iid or

exchangeable shocks can serve as a useful complement to existing asymptotic approaches, which rely
2For recent methodological literature on shift-share instruments see Adão et al. (2019b), Borusyak et al. (2019),

Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2019), and Jaeger et al. (2017).
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on observing a large number of shocks (Adão et al., 2019b; Borusyak et al., 2019). In Monte-Carlo

simulations based on the “China shock” setting of Autor et al. (2013), we find that when the number

of shocks is small or their distribution has heavy tails (which are both common scenarios in practice),

RI dominates the asymptotic approaches both in terms of size (which is correct for RI by construction

but distorted in the existing approaches) and power. RI also dominates alternative procedures in

Adão et al. (2019b) and Borusyak et al. (2019) which improve finite-sample performance by imposing

the null hypothesis: while the size distortion of the resulting asymptotic confidence intervals is much

smaller, their power is substantially worse than that of RI confidence intervals.

Finally, we discuss practical implications for nonlinear shift-share instruments (Berman et al., 2015;

Boustan et al., 2013; Derenoncourt, 2019; Chodorow-Reich et al., 2019), model-implied instruments

in international trade (Allen et al., 2018; Adão et al., 2019a), and instruments generated by partially-

randomized school assignment mechanisms (Abdulkadiroglu et al., 2017, 2019). We show how in each

setting appropriate instrument recentering and randomization inference relate to and depart from

conventional methods, and how the shock assignment process may be given by appropriate models or

institutional knowledge.

OVB from combining random shocks with non-random exposure has been previously noted in sev-

eral special cases. For example, in the context of testing for spillover effects Aronow (2012) notes that

“simple randomization of treatment to individuals does not imply simple randomization of proximity

to treated units.” In the linear shift-share IV setting, Borusyak et al. (2019) show that instrument

validity does not follow from exogeneity of industry shocks when the shares used to construct the

instrument do not add up to the same constant for each observation. Our paper develops a general

framework to analyze such OVB and a general recentering solution. Formally, this solution can be

viewed as a generalization of conventional propensity score adjustment in simpler quasi-experimental

designs (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983).

Our use of randomization inference also draws on a rich statistical literature, dating back to

Fisher (1935); see Lehmann and Romano (2006, Ch. 15) for a modern treatment. Our analysis

of SEIVs particularly relates to the theoretical literature studying causal inference in settings with

interference across units, as in Aronow and Samii (2017). In practice, RI has recently deployed in

quasi-experimental settings by, among others, Bertrand et al. (2004), Imbens and Rosenbaum (2005),

Ho and Imai (2006), Abadie et al. (2010), Dell and Olken (2018), and Ganong and Jäger (2018),

Shaikh and Toulis (2019), and in non-regression network contexts by Nyblom et al. (2003).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section motivates our analysis

with an intuitive example of the OVB problem and our solution. Section 3 develops our general

framework and formal results on SEIV identification and inference, while Section 4 establishes large-

sample results on consistency and asymptotic efficiency. Extensions to the basic framework are given

in the appendix. We discuss and illustrate the practical implications of our framework in Section 5.
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Section 6 concludes.

2 A Motivating Example

We begin with a stylized presentation of the key ideas from our general conceptual framework in a

setting inspired by Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016). Consider estimation of the effect of local growth

in market access, ∆ logMA`, on the log growth of a regional outcome ∆ log V`, such as the value of

agricultural land. We assume a linear structural model, of

∆ log V` = β∆ logMA` + ε`. (1)

In this equation, which may be derived from standard models of economic geography with symmetric

trade costs (e.g. Redding and Venables, 2004), ε` is a productivity shock in region ` occurring between

two periods and MA` is a statistic that depends on the sizes of all markets and the relative cost of

transportation to all markets from ` (the exact market access formula is unimportant at this point).

The coefficient β has a structural interpretation and can be used to evaluate policies which affect

market access but not regional productivity.

We suppose there is a change in relative transportation costs from the construction of new railroad

lines connecting certain regions `. We abstract from strategic placement of new lines and assume that

the choice of line location is exogenous, in the sense of being independent of all productivity shocks

ε`. This assumption suggests one might leverage the railroad “natural experiment” to estimate β.

A researcher may, however, recognize that quasi-random variation in railroad construction is not

sufficient for consistent OLS estimation of equation (1): the dependence of market access on the local

market size, which is plausibly affected by productivity shocks ε`, potentially induces a correlation

between ε` and ∆ logMA`. As a result, she may instrument ∆ logMA` with the predicted growth of

market access that would arise just from the quasi-experimental changes to the transportation network,

holding market size fixed at a predetermined level. Let z` denote this constructed instrument.

The construction of this shock-exposure instrument is intuitively appealing: z` is different from

zero only because of the construction of new railroad lines, which are selected randomly with respect to

the productivity shocks ε`. The first insight of this paper is, however, that the resulting cross-sectional

variation in z` is not exogenous, because of non-random exposure to the railroad natural experiment.

Even when new lines are placed randomly in space, some regions ` will tend to see systematically

higher growth of predicted market access in a way that may be correlated with their own productivity

shocks. This induces a bias in conventional instrumental variables (IV) estimates of β that cannot be

eliminated by standard control variables.

To see this result most clearly, consider a square country consisting of 64 equally-sized regions

with no initial connectivity, such that there are no preexisting differences in market access across `.
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Suppose new railroad lines are placed on the map exogenously, in a very strict sense: out of all pairs

of adjacent regions, half are connected at random. One such draw from the railroad quasi-experiment

is shown in Panel A of Figure 1, together with the resulting growth in market access.3 Expectedly,

regions that have been connected tend to have higher ∆ logMA`. However, the figure reveals another

tendency: many of the regions with high market access are in the center of the country. It turns

out that this concentration is not by chance. Panel B of Figure 1 shows that the average growth

of market access in each region across 1000 random draws from the railroad assignment process, a

statistic we label µ`, is also higher in the center of the map. This indicates that more central regions

are more exposed to the railroad quasi-experiment: no matter where random lines are built, more

central regions are more likely to be close to them.

Variation in the expected instrument µ` generates a potential source of omitted variables bias

(OVB) for an IV estimate of β. The IV estimate comes from a comparison of outcomes between

regions with high and low values of the instrument, which will tend to be regions with high and low

µ`. Since unobserved productivity shocks are also likely to differ between the center of the map and

the periphery, OVB is likely to arise from such a comparison. For example, if productivity growth

is on average higher in more central regions (a scenario that is not precluded by exogeneity of line

placement), the IV estimate of β will tend to be biased upward.

This simple example shows that the exogeneity of transportation network upgrades is not generally

sufficient for the validity of a market access instrument, which combines as-good-as-random shocks

(line placement) with shock exposure (region location and other relevant features of the country’s

geography). Shock exposure is predetermined but need not be exogenous: when productivity shocks

depend on the same geographic features as expected market access growth, geography is endogenous

in the sense of generating OVB. Although in the example of Figure 1 such OVB is a simple function of

an observable (geographic centrality), for more complex settings and shock assignment processes the

variation in µ` need not be captured by standard low-dimensional controls. Controlling for regional

geography perfectly, of course, is not feasible as this would remove all variation in z`.4

The second insight of this paper is that this OVB problem has a very intuitive solution, based on

the same knowledge of the railroad assignment process that generated Panel B of Figure 1. Given such

knowledge, one can simulate values of z` across counterfactual draws from the shock quasi-experiment

to compute µ`, separately for each region `. One can then construct a recentered instrument z̃` =

z`−µ`, values of which are shown in Panel C of Figure 1 along with the actual realization of railroad
3Specifically, market access in period t = 1, 2 is given by MA`t =

∑
k
τ−θ
`kt
Pkt where τ`kt is a function of distance

and connectivity and Pkt denotes region k’s population in period t. In this simple example Pkt = 1 is constant across
regions and periods, θ = 1, and τ`kt = 20.1d`kt where d`kt is the minimum number of railroad links required to get from
` to k at time t (or infinity if there is no path). See Section 5.1 for a full discussion of this statistic.

4The OVB is also not solved by using panel data before and after the upgrade: in that case µ` varies over time and
is not captured by region fixed effects. There are exceptional cases in which the problem cannot arise, as µ` does not
vary across regions. For example, if the country fills the entire globe and the distribution of lines is perfectly symmetric,
all regions are equally likely to see market access growth. The reader is invited to let us know if they encounter such
an application.
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lines. When used to estimate β, this recentered instrument compares regions with market access

growth that is higher and lower than that which was expected given each region’s exposure to the

quasi-experiment. By construction, z̃` thus has no tendency to be higher or lower in any predetermined

group of regions. We show in the next section how this recentering generally ensures the validity of

shock-exposure instruments.

The third insight of this paper regards valid statistical inference on β with such z̃`, which are

likely to be correlated across different observations `. A conventional approach to account for spatial

dependence is Conley (1999) standard errors. This method specifies a geographic distance threshold,

after which z̃`ε` is assumed to be mutually uncorrelated; for the asymptotic approximation to hold this

threshold should be sufficiently small. The existence of such a threshold can be a strong assumption

in the SEIV setting, however. In the market access example, all regions are likely to be exposed

to quasi-random transportation network upgrades. For example, long railroad lines will tend to

cause regions which are far apart in space to “cluster,” in terms of market access growth. Moreover,

unobserved shocks will also tend to propagate through the transportation network. We show later in

the paper how classical methods of randomization inference (RI) can be applied to address this issue

of “exposure clustering.” RI confidence intervals for β have valid coverage in finite samples (which

is especially useful when the data represent the entire country, without any sampling), regardless of

the unobserved distribution of productivity shocks. The procedure derives from the knowledge of the

railroad assignment process, and is again based on simulating the railroad quasi-experiment.

The challenge of valid causal and statistical inference with shock-exposure instruments thus reduces

to the challenge of specifying the shock assignment process. In practice, of course, railroad lines are

not randomly drawn on a map. For correct recentering of z` and valid inference on β, without strong

assumptions on the distribution of unobserved productivity shocks ε`, a researcher must take an

explicit stand on the true shock assignment—specifically, on the set of counterfactual network maps

that were as likely as the one that was realized. We return to the question of how such counterfactual

railroad maps may be specified in Section 5.1 with a general discussion and empirical application.

3 SEIV Identification and Inference

3.1 Setting

We now consider a general setting in which an outcome y` and treatment x` are observed across L

units, indexed by `. Of interest is a causal parameter β which relates treatment to outcomes by

y` = βx` + ε`, (2)
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where ε` denotes a structural residual. Here we assume y` and x` are both scalar and demeaned,

and that the effect of interest is linear; in Appendices A.1–A.3 we consider extensions to cases with

multiple treatments, additional control variables, and heterogeneous causal effects. Importantly, we

do not assume that the units are independently or identically distributed as if arising from random

sampling. As motivated above, this will allow for complex unobserved dependencies across ` which

are inherent to the SEIV approach. The lack of random sampling is also consistent with settings

where the L units represent a population—for example, all regions of a country—where conventional

asymptotic frameworks are inappropriate (Abadie et al., 2019).

We suppose a researcher has specified an instrument z` to estimate β. The intuitive argument for

using this instrument is based on the quasi-experimental assignment of some N × 1 vector shocks g

which enter the construction of z`. This construction may also depend on other observed variables

collected in the set w. We therefore write the shock-exposure instrument as

z` = f`(g;w), (3)

where {f` (·)}L`=1 is a fixed set of known functions mapping g and w to each observation `. In

the previous motivating section, g contained information on transportation network upgrades and w

summarized the preexisting network structure and regional populations. The f` (·) functions combined

g and w to form predicted market access growth for each city `. As another example, linear shift-share

instruments set f`(g;w) =
∑N
n=1 w`ngn where the w`n are nonnegative exposure share weights. More

generally, f` (·) may be a complex nonlinear function predicting the treatment from g and w; allowing

f` (·) to flexibly vary across ` covers all instruments that are measurable given (g, w).5 For now we

take the researcher’s choice of f` (·) as given, addressing the question of which functions of (g, w) may

be more desirable in Section 4.2. We also note that our framework allows x` = z`, in which case β

reflects the causal effect of the instrument itself.

Partitioning the variables from which z` is constructed into shocks g and relevant exposure variables

w allows us to formalize the notion of exogeneity in shock-exposure instruments. Researchers may be

willing to assume that some, but not all, sources of variation in z` are as-good-as-randomly assigned

with respect to the structural residual. For example, in shift-share designs it may be plausible that

shocks, but not shares, are unrelated to the regression residual. We formalize as-good-as-random

assignment by the conditional independence of g from the residual vector ε = {ε`}L`=1, given the other

sources of SEIV variation collected in w:

Assumption 1. (Shock exogeneity): g ⊥⊥ ε | w

This condition is satisfied when shocks are fully randomly assigned, as in the stylized example in
5 Note that equation (3) does not contain a residual: it formalizes an algorithm for computing a proposed instrument

rather than an economic relationship.
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Section 2: i.e. g ⊥⊥ (ε, w). More generally, we will allow w to contain variables affecting the realization

of shocks such that g is only conditionally exogenous.

Our notion of exogeneity in SEIVs generalizes that of conventional quasi-experimental designs, in

which each unit ` is assigned its own exogenous shock with g` ⊥⊥ ε` | w` for some predetermined control

vector w`. Under iid sampling of (y`, x`, g`, w`), the shock assigned to unit ` is then guaranteed to

have no relationship with other units, satisfying the usual Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption

(Imbens and Rubin, 2015). The more general Assumption 1 allows for the set of quasi-experimental

shocks g, which need not vary at the same “level” as the outcome and treatment (i.e. L 6= N), to

affect the treatment of many non-iid observations jointly. At the same time, we retain an implicit

exclusion restriction central to IV estimation of β: exogenous variation in the shocks only affects the

outcome of each unit via its own treatment status x` and not also through ε`.6

The conventional use for such a z` is as an instrument in a regression of y` on x`. This leads to

the SEIV estimate

β̂ ≡
1
L

∑
` z`y`

1
L

∑
` z`x`

= β +
1
L

∑
` z`ε`

1
L

∑
` z`x`

, (4)

As usual, β̂ is consistent when the instrument z` is correlated with the treatment x` in large samples

while being asymptotically uncorrelated with the structural residual ε`, such that the second term of

(4) converges to zero and β̂ p−→ β as L→∞.

We discuss SEIV consistency in Section 4 and initially focus on IV-based identification of β. The

key condition for the conventional SEIV regression to identify β is that the shock-exposure instrument

z` is not systematically correlated with the residual ε` in the cross-section:

E

[
1
L

∑
`

z`ε`

]
= 0. (5)

Given this, β is identified by the reduced-form and first-stage moments E
[ 1
L

∑
` z`y`

]
and E

[ 1
L

∑
` z`x`

]
provided the latter is non-zero. Here it is worth highlighting that in our non-iid setting the appro-

priate notion of instrument exogeneity combines two dimensions of variation: over the stochastic

realizations of g, w, and ε, and across the cross-section of observations ` = 1, . . . , L. In the iid case,

where E [z`ε`] = E [zmεm] for ` 6= m, equation (5) reduces to the more familiar E [z`ε`] = 0.
6The IV exclusion restriction may follow from a particular economic model, as in Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016),

or be relaxed by including multiple treatments in x`, as we discuss in Appendix A.2. Some cases of exclusion violation
may nevertheless yield interpretable estimates of β, as with heterogeneous treatment effects discussed in Appendix A.3
(see also Appendix A.1 in Borusyak et al. (2019)).
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3.2 Expected and Recentered Shock-Exposure Instruments

Our first result shows that conventional SEIV regressions may suffer from omitted variables bias

(OVB) even when the shocks are as-good-as-randomly assigned. Formally, we show that Assumption

1 is not sufficient for equation (5) to hold, such that β need not be identified by a conventional SEIV

regression. The source of OVB in this case is the non-random variation in shock exposure, given by

w and the f`(·) mappings. While this exposure variation is potentially high-dimensional, our result

shows that OVB is governed by a particular one-dimensional confounder µ`: what we call the expected

instrument.

Lemma 1. Under Assumption 1,

E

[
1
L

∑
`

z`ε`

]
= E

[
1
L

∑
`

µ`ε`

]
, (6)

where µ` = E [f`(g;w) | w]. Thus β is not identified by a conventional SEIV regression of y` on x`

instrumented by z` when E
[ 1
L

∑
` µ`ε`

]
6= 0.

Proof. We have E
[ 1
L

∑
` z`ε`

]
= E

[ 1
L

∑
` E [f`(g;w)ε` | w]

]
= E

[ 1
L

∑
` µ`E [ε` | w]

]
= E

[ 1
L

∑
` µ`ε`

]
.

The first and third equality follow from the law of iterated expectations, while the second equality

follows by Assumption 1 and the definition of µ`.

As with the motivating market access example in Section 2, the expected instrument µ` captures

the average value of z` across different realizations of quasi-random shocks g, given w. Lemma 1

shows that z` is a valid instrument in the sense of identifying β if and only if µ` is not systematically

correlated with the residual ε`, where as in Equation (3) this notion of exogeneity is over both the

stochastic realizations of (g, w, ε) and across observations in the cross-section.

As the sole relevant confounder, µ` can be thought to generalize the well-known propensity score

of Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983). Propensity scores are typically defined for binary and conditionally

unconfounded treatments x` in settings with iid sampling. In such cases µ` can be written as a function

µ̃(w`) = Pr(x` = 1 | w`) of iid control vectors w`, which fully specifies the conditional distribution of

x`. This µ` can, in principle, be non-parametrically estimated from observations of x` and w`. In our

generalization µ` instead captures the conditional mean (rather than the distribution) of an instrument

(rather than a treatment). Lemma 1 shows that only the conditional mean is relevant for OVB, as

in the binary case, since IV is a linear estimator. This conditional mean, however, cannot generally

be estimated non-parametrically estimated since the z` are co-determined by common (g, w)and the

mapping of w to µ` may be different for each `.

An immediate implication of Lemma 1 is that β is identified by the expected instrument µ` when

Assumption 1 holds. In fact, again since IV is a linear estimator, identification follows under a weaker

notion of shock exogeneity. Consider:
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Assumption 2. (Weak shock exogeneity):

(i) E [ε` | g, w] = E [ε` | w] almost surely for each `.

(ii) E [ε`εm | g, w] = E [ε`εm | w] almost surely for each ` and m.

Such mean and covariance independence of shocks is implied by Assumption 1 and will also be sufficient

for some of our later results. Here we use the first condition (mean independence) to show that

recentering any shock-exposure instrument by its expected instrument ensures its validity:

Proposition 1. Suppose Assumption 2(i) holds and let z̃` = z`−µ` be a recentered instrument. Then

E

[
1
L

∑
`

z̃`ε`

]
= 0, (7)

such that β is identified by the recentered SEIV regression of y` on x` instrumented by z̃`, provided

the first stage E
[ 1
L

∑
` z̃`x`

]
is non-zero.

Proof. See Appendix C.1.

As in the motivating railroad example, the recentered SEIV regression compares units with a higher-

than-expected value of z`, because of the realized shocks, to units affected less than expected. Validity

of z̃` thus stems from the exogeneity of shocks (specifically, Assumption 2(i)), even though the it

continues to vary cross-sectionally due to heterogeneous shock exposure.

Lemma 1 also implies a regression-based solution to OVB: including the expected instrument µ`
as a control while using the original z` as an instrument. This regression yields the reduced-form and

first-stage moments E
[ 1
L

∑
` z`y

⊥
`

]
and E

[ 1
L

∑
` z`x

⊥
`

]
, where v⊥` denotes the sample projection of v`

on µ`. Appendix C.1 shows that these moments also identify β under Assumption 2(i).

Implementing either solution to OVB requires measuring µ`. The expected instrument is gen-

erally derived from knowledge of the shock assignment process: the conditional quasi-experimental

distribution of g | w. In Section 5, we discuss particular examples of how such knowledge might arise

in different economic settings. For the remaining general discussion, we adopt the following general

condition:

Assumption 3. (Known assignment process): The conditional distribution of shocks, G(g | w), is

known in the support of w.

It is immediate from Proposition 1 that the recentered instrument z̃` which identifies β is observed

under Assumption 3, since µ` =
∫
f`(g;w)dG(g | w) is observed.

Though the assumption of a known shock distribution may appear daunting, we note that As-

sumption 3 can be satisfied by the non-parametric and intuitive condition of exchangeability given an

appropriate specification of w. Suppose, for example, that one assumes the shocks gn are iid across

n, such that all permutations of g are equally likely to arise. In this case G(g | w) is known to be

11



uniform when w includes the permutation class Π(g) = {π(g) | π (·) ∈ ΠN}, where ΠN denotes the

set of permutation operators π(·) on vectors of length N (e.g. Lehmann and Romano, 2006, p. 634).

The marginal distribution of gn (conditionally on other components of w) need not be specified in

this case; the expected instrument is the average z` across all permutations of shocks,

µ` = 1
N !

∑
π(·)∈Π

f`(π(g);w), (8)

which is straightforward to compute (or approximate with a random set of permutations, when N

is large).7 Similar expected instrument calculations follow under weaker shock exchangeability con-

ditions, such as when the gn are iid within, but not across, a set of known clusters. In this case

Assumption 3 is satisfied with w containing a restricted (within-cluster) permutation class and the

µ` calculation appropriately modified. Appendix A.5 discusses how weaker assumptions on the shock

assignment process, allowing for shock heteroskedasticity or unknown distributional parameters, can

also be accommodated.

Another subtlety with Assumption 3 is that it requires the conditional distribution of g to be

known in the full support of w. In some cases this is not restrictive, such as with the exchangeability

assumption discussed above. It is also not restrictive if g ⊥⊥ w, as when w contains predetermined

variables and g arises from a truly random process or natural event (such as an earthquake, as discussed

in Section 5.5), since then G(g | w) does not depend on w. However, in other cases specifying the

distribution of g | w for counterfactual w may be challenging. In a transportation network setting

where upgrades g are drawn randomly from a predetermined plan w, it may be infeasible to specify the

distribution of upgrades given any possible plan, or even define the set of such plans, i.e. the support

of w. In these situations our framework still directly applies viewing w as non-stochastic. The only

cost of this is in the interpretation of confidence intervals and other inferential objects discussed below.

3.3 Randomization Inference and Testing

We next show how knowledge of the quasi-experimental shock assignment process can be used to

construct tests and confidence intervals for β, following a long tradition of randomization inference in

statistics. This inference approach guarantees correct coverage in finite samples of both observations

and shocks, even when the observations exhibit complex unobserved dependencies. We also show how

SEIV randomization inference can be used to validate the quasi-experimental assumptions, through

exact specification and falsification tests.

We begin by considering a test of some null hypothesis β = b. With b = 0, for example, we test that

outcomes y` are unaffected by treatment x`. We consider a scalar test statistic T = T (g, y − bx, w),
7Approximating µ` is sufficient for identification because the recentered SEIV still identifies β in this case: i.e.

E
[

1
L

∑
`

(f`(g, w)− f`(π(g), w)) ε`
]

= 0 for any fixed or random π (·) under Assumption 2(i).
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where y and x are L × 1 vectors collecting the outcome and treatment observations. When b = β,

T = T (g, ε, w), and under Assumption 1 the distribution of this T conditional on ε and w is given by

the shock assignment process G(g | w). We know or may simulate this distribution under Assumption

3, by redrawing (or, in a special case, permuting) the shocks in g and recomputing T . If the original

value of T is sufficiently far in the tails of the simulated distribution, we then have grounds to reject

the null that β = b.

Formally, we have the following result on hypothesis testing:

Proposition 2. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 3 hold, let α ∈ (0, 1), and for some b ∈ R and scalar-

valued T (·) let T = T (g, y − bx, w) and T ∗ = T (g∗, y − bx, w), where g∗ is distributed according to

G(· | w), independently of (g, x, y), conditionally on w. Under the null of β = b,

Pr
(
T ∈

[
Tα/2, T1−α/2

])
≥ 1− α, (9)

where the acceptance region is constructed for a given b as

Tα/2 = sup
{
t ∈ R ∪ {−∞} : Pr(T ∗ < t | y, x, w) ≤ α

2

}
(10)

T1−α/2 = inf
{
t ∈ R ∪ {+∞} : Pr(T ∗ ≥ t | y, x, w) ≤ α

2

}
. (11)

Equation (9) further holds with equality when T ∗ | (y, x, w) is continuously distributed under the null.

Proof. See Appendix C.2.

This result shows that when shocks are as-good-as-randomly assigned, a test of β = b which rejects

when T 6∈
[
Tα/2, T1−α/2

]
has size of exactly α in finite samples when the test statistic is conditionally

continuously distributed under the null. When this distribution is not continuous, the test is still

guaranteed to be conservative with a rejection rate of no greater than α.8 The lower- and upper-

bounds of the test region, Tα/2 and T1−α/2, are given by knowledge of the shock assignment process

(Assumption 3) and represent the lower- and upper α
2 th percentile tails of the known conditional

distribution of T ∗. With exchangeable shocks, for example, Tα/2 and T1−α/2 are given by the tails of

the permutation distribution of T (g∗, y − bx, w) where g∗ = π(g) for random permutations π(·) ∈ Π,

holding (y, x, w) fixed. These tails can be computed from all permutations or from a random sample

of them (Lehmann and Romano, 2006, p. 636).9 We note that while the previous intuition for

such a testing procedure conditioned on ε and w, Proposition 2 establishes correct unconditional
8T | w will be discretely distributed when g | w is discrete, such as when the support of g | w represents some set of

permutations of g. It is straightforward to show that in such cases one can construct a test of exact size by introducing
randomness in T (·); see, e.g., Lehmann (1986, p. 233).

9When the realized g is added to the set of random permutations, the test remains exact (or slightly conservative
because of discreteness) even if the number of random permutations does not grow with L (Lehmann and Romano
(2006, p. 636), Hemerik and Goeman (2018)). In contrast to identification (i.e. footnote 7) randomness of permutations
is important for inference; see Southworth et al. (2009) for an interesting counterexample.
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coverage of the test. This follows by the law of iterated expectations: the unconditional coverage

Pr
(
T ∈

[
Tα/2, T1−α/2

])
is the expectation, across realizations of ε and w, of the controlled conditional

coverage Pr
(
T ∈

[
Tα/2, T1−α/2

]
| ε, w

)
.10

It follows from Proposition 2 that one can construct confidence intervals for β with correct coverage

in finite samples under Assumptions 1 and 3. Formally, we have the following result:

Corollary 1. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 3 hold and let CI denote the set of b ∈ R that are not

rejected by the test in Proposition 2. Then Pr (β ∈ CI) ≥ 1 − α, with equality if T ∗ | (y, x, w) is

continuously distributed.

Proof. Follows from Proposition 2 by the standard logic of test inversion.

In some settings, the confidence interval (or, more precisely, confidence set) CI obtained from inverting

randomization tests may be infinite on one or both sides or empty, with the latter providing evidence

against correct specification (i.e. Assumptions 1 and 3) (Imbens and Rosenbaum, 2005).

Different test statistics T (·) will lead to different confidence intervals of correct size under the null,

though they may differ in their power against alternative hypotheses. As usual with randomization-

based inference procedures, little can be said about the relative power of different statistics in general.

Instead, given our focus on the recentered SEIV estimator, we follow Rosenbaum (2002) and Imbens

and Rosenbaum (2005) in proposing a T that induces it as the associated Hodges-Lehmann estimator

(Hodges and Lehmann, 1963), as follows:

Proposition 3. For a given statistic T = T (g, y − bx, w) and corresponding T ∗ defined in Proposition

2, define the Hodges-Lehmann estimator as the b ∈ R that solve T = E [T ∗ | y, x, w]. Then the

recentered SEIV estimator in Proposition 1 is the Hodges-Lehmann estimator associated with the

statistic T = 1
L

∑
` f`(g, w) (y` − bx`).

Proof. See Appendix C.3.

This result shows that the recentered SEIV estimate of β rationalizes the sample covariance be-

tween the instrument z` and implied residual y` − bx` as typical under its null β = b.11 A sim-

ilar result, also proved in Appendix C.3, shows that the test statistic which induces the alterna-

tive µ`-controlled SEIV estimator is a Hodges-Lehmann estimator for the residualized covariance:

T = 1
L

∑
` f`(g, w)

(
y⊥` − bx⊥`

)
. Notably, the same tests and confidence intervals are obtained by us-

ing the recentered z̃` in place of z` in both formulas. This holds because even without residualization
10It is instructive to highlight how exactly the knowledge of the shock assignment process matters in Proposition 2.

Suppose that g is incorrectly assumed to be exchangeable, i.e. a uniform distribution is imposed over the N ! elements
of g’s permutation class. By construction, the test is guaranteed to reject the true β in some set of at most α · N !
permutations regardless of the true assignment process. However, unless the true conditional distribution of g is uniform,
the probability of the realized shocks g being in the true rejection set need not be α, leading to size distortions.

11This definition of the Hodges-Lehmann estimator follows Rosenbaum (2002) and Imbens and Rosenbaum (2005).
Hodges and Lehmann (1963) originally defines it as the value of β that maximizes the p-value of the randomization
test. For two-sided confidence interval this means equating T to its median, rather than its mean.
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of y` − bx` recentering shifts T and T ∗ by the same value 1
L

∑
` µ` (y` − bx`) and leaves the random-

ization test unaffected. In this sense, randomization inference performs the recentering needed for

identification of β automatically.12

Statistics chosen on the basis of corresponding Hodges-Lehmann estimators are expected to inherit

power properties of those estimators. While we are not aware of a general result, in Section 4.1 we

show that these randomization tests are generally consistent, in the sense of having power against any

fixed alternative that asymptotically increases to one, under the conditions which make the recentered

or µ`-controlled SEIV estimator consistent.13 In the conventional IV setting, Imbens and Rosenbaum

(2005) show by Monte-Carlo simulation that randomization inference with such statistics has good

finite-sample power properties, both with strong and weak instruments (while keeping the guarantee

of finite-sample size, as any RI statistic would).14

We conclude this section by noting that randomization inference can also be used to indirectly

validate the quasi-experimental model (i.e., equation (2) and Assumptions 1, maintaining Assumption

3) by conventional covariate balance and falsification tests. Given an observed r` thought to proxy

for some component of ε`, such as a lagged outcome or predetermined covariate, one may test that

g ⊥⊥ r | w by seeing whether a given statistic T = T (g, r, w) is in the tails of its conditional-on-(r, w)

distribution. The natural choice of the test statistic is 1
L

∑
` f`(g, w)r`, as it induces the conventional

balance regression coefficient from regressing r` on x` instrumented by z̃` as a Hodges-Lehmann

estimator. Even absent a proxy for ε`, one may test correct specification of the shock assignment

process (Assumption 3) by re-randomizing shocks. Note that g ⊥⊥ µ | w trivially, as each µ` is

a deterministic functions of w. Thus the previous logic extends for the case of r` = w`; if, for

example, 1
L

∑
` f`(g, w)µ` is in the tails of its implied conditional-on-w distribution, we may have

grounds to reject correct specification of G(g | w). An even simpler specification test sets r` = 1 and

T = 1
L

∑
` f`(g, w).

4 Consistency and Asymptotic Efficiency

We next consider the asymptotic properties of recentered shock-exposure instruments. While the

results of the previous section yield tools for valid finite-sample SEIV inference on β, they do not en-
12One might think to compute confidence intervals from the distribution of the recentered SEIV estimator itself with

re-randomized shocks g∗. This idea fails since the re-randomized instrument f`(g∗, w)−µ` has a true first-stage of zero.
The distribution of reduced-form coefficients across re-randomized shocks is also not useful, except for testing β = 0, as
it is centered around zero rather than β.

13In cases where the test statistic is asymptotically normal with estimable asymptotic variance (e.g., the shift-share
IV example discussed in Section 5), DiCiccio and Romano (2017) recommend “studentizing” randomization-based test
statistics by subtracting from T an estimate of its asymptotic mean and dividing by an estimate of its asymptotic
standard deviation. This does not invalidate the finite-sample size of the test, but may yield large-sample robustness.
For example, tests based on a model for g | w in which the gn are iid may be studentized to be asymptotically valid
when shocks are instead heteroskedastic.

14Robustness of RI inference to weak IV follows for the same reason as robustness of the Anderson and Rubin (1950)
approach: valid testing can be performed solely based on the properties of 1

L

∑
`
z` (y` − bx`) under the null, regardless

of the first stage, and confidence intervals are constructed by test inversion.
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sure that the recentered and µ`-controlled SEIV estimates are likely to be close to β in large samples.

Establishing consistency is nontrivial here, as the inherent data dependencies of the SEIV setting inval-

idate conventional sampling-based asymptotics. A related question is asymptotic efficiency: while any

shock-exposure instrument can be made valid by the appropriate recentering, the choice of instrument

construction from the set of possible {f` (·)}L`=1 will generally matter for large-sample power.

4.1 SEIV Consistency

We first study consistency of the recentered shock-exposure IV estimator

β̃ = β +
1
L

∑
` z̃`ε`

1
L

∑
` z̃`x`

. (12)

To do so, we consider a sequence of data-generating processes implicitly indexed by L. As usual,

β̃
p−→ β as L→∞ provided 1

L

∑
` z̃`ε` and

1
L

∑
` z̃`x` weakly converge to zero and a non-zero constant,

respectively. We focus here on the former exclusion restriction, maintaining a general condition of

first-stage instrument relevance:

Assumption 4. (Relevance): 1
L

∑
` z̃`x`

p−→M 6= 0.

In practice, the relevance of a given shock-exposure instrument may be tested by extending the RI

procedures in the previous section. To test that z` has no first-stage effect on x` (for any `), one

may leverage knowledge of the shock assignment process to construct randomization-based rejection

regions for statistics involving z` and x`.

The potentially complex correlation structure across observations of z̃`ε` precludes the use of

traditional weak laws of large numbers or standard extensions to show that 1
L

∑
` z̃`ε`

p−→ 0. To

restrict those correlations, assumptions can be imposed on either the z̃`, the ε`, or both. In the

SEIV approach, which draws on substantial knowledge of the shock process (e.g. Assumption 3), it is

natural to make further assumptions on the observed z̃`. In doing so, we impose only a weak regularity

condition on the unobserved ε`:

Assumption 5. (Regularity): E
[
ε2
` | w

]
≤ B for finite B.

We start by establishing recentered SEIV consistency under a high-level condition that limits

mutual dependence of z̃`; we then establish lower-level sufficient conditions that are easier to verify in

specific designs. The high-level condition intuitively states that observations are well-differentiated,

in terms of their exposure to the shocks g through the recentered instrument:

Assumption 6. (Weak SEIV dependence): E
[

1
L2

∑
`,m |Cov [z̃`, z̃m | w]|

]
→ 0.

Given this assumption, we may show the consistency of both the recentered SEIV estimator and its

associated RI test:
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Proposition 4.

(i) Suppose Assumptions 2–6 hold. Then β̃ p−→ β.

(ii) Suppose Assumptions 1 and 3–6 hold with E
[
x2
` | w

]
and E [x`ε` | w] uniformly bounded. Then

the randomization test of Proposition 2 with T = 1
L

∑
` f` (g, w) (y` − bx`) is consistent, i.e. for any

b 6= β we have Pr
(
T 6∈

[
Tα/2, T1−α/2

])
→ 1.

Proof. See Appendix C.4.

The key condition of weak SEIV dependence states that the average absolute value of mutual co-

variances of the recentered instrument z̃` converges to zero as L grows. Typically, this would require

the number of shocks N to grow with L, so that only a small fraction of observation pairs are most

exposed to the same shocks in g. When this condition holds, Proposition 4 shows that β̃ is consistent

even when unobserved shocks affect observations jointly (through ε`), in an unspecified manner.15

While Proposition 4 applies to recentered SEIV, Appendix A.1 extends it to the µ`-controlled SEIV

regression (Proposition 6(v)).

Our two sufficient conditions for Assumption 6 are non-nested:

Lemma 2.

(i) Suppose Cov [z̃`, z̃m | w] ≥ 0 almost surely for all ` and m, and Assumption 1 holds. Then

Assumption 6 holds if Var
[ 1
L

∑
` z̃`
]
→ 0. Moreover, if f`(g;w) is weakly monotone in g for all `, and

components of g are jointly independent conditionally on w, then Cov [z̃`, z̃m | w] ≥ 0 almost surely.

(ii) Suppose G` ⊆ {1, . . . , N} is such that f` (·;w) does not depend on gn for any n 6∈ G` almost

surely. Then Assumption 6 holds if 1
L2

∑
`,m 1 [G` ∩Gm 6= ∅] → 0, the components of g are jointly

independent conditionally on w, and E
[
z̃2
` | w

]
is uniformly bounded.

Proof. See Appendix C.4.

The first condition applies to the setting when all shocks affect all observations in the same

direction, but to different extents. This holds, for example, for shift-share instruments with non-

negative exposure weights. More generally nonlinear f`(·) may also be monotone in the shock vector;

for example each transportation infrastructure upgrade may weakly improve market access everywhere.

In these cases, the recentered SEIV estimator is consistent when the first-stage covariance converges to

a non-zero constant M and the average instrument 1
L

∑
` z̃` converges to its expectation of zero in the

l2 norm. For linear shift-share IV this extra condition requires the number of shocks to grow with L

with the average exposure to each individual shock becoming vanishingly small, as in Borusyak et al.

(2019) and Adão et al. (2019b). The assumption of independent shocks can be weakened, for instance

to allow for shocks that are independent across many clusters. The second condition in Lemma 2
15We note that the recentering of z` is key for this result. Otherwise, when the ε` are mutually correlated (because

of, for example, unobserved shocks), the non-recentered SEIV may not converge to β even when z` is valid in the sense
of E

[
1
L

∑
`
z`ε`
]

= 0; see Lee and Ogburn (2019) for a related example.
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follows Aronow and Samii (2017) in assuming that for most pairs of observations the two instruments

z̃` and z̃m rely on non-overlapping sets of shocks g. This would be the case, for example, when each

observation receives its own quasi-experimental shock, and f`(·) only depends on `’s shock and those

of its neighbors up to a fixed network distance.16

4.2 Optimal Shock-Exposure Instruments

The results of Section 3 imply that, given shock assignment knowledge, valid instruments can based

on any instrument constructions f`(·). However, the choice of f`(·) will generally affect the power

of null hypothesis tests and lengths of associated confidence intervals. Analytical results on the

relative power of randomization inference tests are difficult to obtain in general. Instead, we next

characterize the f`(·) that minimize the asymptotic variance of β̃ and thus in large samples efficiently

use the quasi-experimental variation in shocks. This result extends the classic result of Chamberlain

(1987) to the shock-exposure setting. Constructing these optimal instruments may not be feasible

in practice, and typically requires an economic model for the dependence of treatment on shocks.

Our characterization nevertheless provides guidance for shock-exposure instrument construction by

explaining what researchers should strive for when choosing between alternative SEIVs.

Formally, we have the following result:

Proposition 5. Suppose Assumption 2 holds.

(i) z∗ = E [εε′ | w]−1 (E [x | g, w]− E [x | w]) minimizes V = Var [z̃′ε] /E [z̃′x]2 over all recentered

SEIVs z̃, i.e. those satisfying E [z̃ | w] = 0. The corresponding value of V is given by

Var [z∗′ε] = E [z∗′x]−1 = E
[
(E [x | g, w]− E [x | w])′ E [εε′ | w]−1 (E [x | g, w]− E [x | w])

]−1
. (13)

(ii) Suppose further z̃∗ is consistent and has an asymptotic first stage, i.e. 1
Lz
∗′x

p→ M for some

M 6= 0. Then any recentered SEIV z̃ that is also consistent and has an asymptotic first stage is

asymptotically weakly less efficient than z∗. That is, for β̃ = 1
L z̃
′ε/ 1

L z̃
′x, β∗ = 1

Lz
∗′ε/ 1

Lz
∗′x and for

any δ > 0, Var
[
β̃
]
/Var [β∗] > 1− δ for large enough L.

Proof. See Appendix C.5.

Proposition 5 relates to the optimal instrument result of Chamberlain (1987), as the optimal instru-

ment reweights a conditional expectation of treatment given shocks and w. A key difference is the

subtraction of E [x | w], corresponding to the expected instrument recentering that follows from the

unconventional conditional moment restriction of Assumption 2(i). Another difference is that when
16Assumption 6 and Lemma 2 may be more difficult to apply when w = (w̃,Π(g)) includes the permutation class of

shocks. Even if shock components gn are iid conditionally on w̃, they are dependent conditionally on the permutation
class (and, in the scalar gn case negatively correlated). Appendix C.8 proves a version of Proposition 4 that applies in
that case, with similar conditions but some of them applied with w̃ and others to w.
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E [ε | w] 6= 0, the E [εε′ | w]−1 reweighting is based not only on the residual variance but also the

residual mean. If (ε`, g`, x`) are iid and w is constant, so no adjustment is necessary and E [ε | w] = 0,

the optimal shock-exposure instrument is z̃∗` = E[x`|g`]−E[x`]
Var[ε`] , as in Chamberlain (1987).

Practical implementation of the optimal instrument typically requires a model for treatment. The

key ingredient of z∗ is the best prediction for each observation’s x` from g and w. With a large and iid

sample this can potentially be estimated non-parametrically (e.g. Newey (1990)), though the curse

of dimensionality may make it difficult in finite samples. However, when x` is jointly determined by

all shocks g, observables w and some unobservable shocks u (e.g., x` = x` (g, w, η) with η ⊥⊥ g | w

and E [u] = 0), a priori restrictions will typically be needed on this mapping, such as those based on

economic theory. The reweighting term E [εε′ | w]−1 need not be implied even by such models.17

Some instruments used in practice can be viewed as approximating E [x | g, w]. Shift-share instru-

ments, for example, have been derived from economic models as first-order approximations to how

treatment changes in response to shocks g (Kovak, 2013; Adão et al., 2019b). Moreover, some papers

(e.g., Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016) and Tsivanidis (2017)) that do not impose linearity instead

use a model to predict the counterfactual change in treatment in the scenario where g is the only

shock, while all other exogenous variables are kept at their original equilibrium values. That is if the

model implies x` = x`(g, w, u) for known x`(·) and unobserved mean-zero u, the instrument is given

by x` (g, w, 0). This can be viewed as a convenient approximation to E [x`(g, w, u) | g, w]: instead of

averaging across all values of unobserved shocks, which would require additional knowledge of their

distributions, x` is evaluated at the means of those shocks (see Berry et al. (1999), for the same idea

in an entirely different context). These papers, however, do not recenter by E [x`(g, w, 0) | w] which

is generally required when w is endogenous.

5 Practical Implications and Applications

We now discuss implications of the general SEIV framework for some common examples of shock-

exposure instruments, found in various economic fields. These examples include instruments derived

from shocks to networks (such as transportation upgrades), simulated policy eligibility instruments,

and shift-share or “Bartik” instruments. Bringing our general approach to these settings reveals

various ways researchers can ensure valid and powerful inference with conceptually straightforward

adjustments to existing methods. We illustrate some of these insights in three empirical applications.
17One can in fact improve on (13) given a model for the conditional distribution of ε | w. Replacing y with y̌ =

y − E [ε | w] and thus ε with ε̌ = ε − E [ε | w] (while not adjusting x) implies E [ε̌ | w] = 0. In that case any function
f`(g, w) is a valid instrument, and the expected instrument adjustment—which isolates the variation in g but reduces
power—is not necessary. By analogy with Proposition 5, ž = E [ε̌ε̌′ | w]−1 E [x | g, w] is then optimal, and generally
differs from the optimal recentered instrument z̃∗.
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5.1 Network and Transportation Instruments

We interpret equation (2) as a simple model of network effects. Suppose observations ` represent

nodes in a network (of people, firms, regions, etc.), β denotes the causal effect of some treatment x`,

and this treatment is affected by quasi-experimental shocks to the network nodes or links. A typical

case is when x` captures relevant spillovers at node ` from random shocks to other connected nodes.

For example, we may be interested in the effects of a co-inventor’s death on an inventor’s productivity

(Jaravel et al., 2018), of having a direct supplier or supplier’s supplier hit by a natural disaster on a

firm’s growth (Carvalho et al., 2016), or of having more “dewormed” students at neighboring schools

on a student’s test scores (Miguel and Kremer, 2004). We also consider settings in which x` measures

node `’s network centrality itself, after a shock to the network structure. For example, we may be

interested in the effects of regional market access, as a theoretically founded measure of centrality, after

quasi-experimental changes to transportation networks (Donaldson and Hornbeck, 2016). As in our

general framework we assume that the treatment has been well-specified, in that it captures all relevant

channels by which the shocks affect node `. This exclusion restriction may be given by a particular

model for spillovers or general equilibrium effects. Our setup nests reduced-form regressions where

the instrument z` coincides with x` (as in the deworming example), as well as IV regressions where

treatment is affected by both quasi-experimental and other shocks, while the instrument captures only

the former .

Our general framework (Section 3) shows that in general these network effect regressions may suffer

from omitted variable bias. Here OVB arises from the fact that different nodes face systematically

different values of the instrument due to their network position, even when the underlying shocks are

as-good-as-randomly assigned. This problem has been previously noted by Aronow (2012): “Simple

randomization of treatment to individuals does not imply simple randomization of proximity to treated

units.” . Whether OVB arises, and whether it can be solved by simple low-dimensional controls, will

generally depend on two factors: how z` is constructed from the shocks (what Aronow and Samii

(2017) refer to as the exposure mapping) and the shock assignment process.

We first illustrate the OVB problem with the simple case of Miguel and Kremer (2004). In this

reduced-form study, spillovers are specified as z` = x` = NT
` where NT

` denotes the number of treated

(dewormed) students at neighboring schools. This NT
` is a thus a function of which students are

dewormed g (which is randomly assigned with a known assignment process) and the existing network

of students and schools. It is easy to see that in this case students who live in denser areas will system-

atically have higher values of NT
` , regardless of which students are experimentally dewormed; these

areas may in turn have different latent health outcomes and trends. Miguel and Kremer address this

OVB problem by controlling for the total number of eligible students in neighboring schools, N`. This

is indeed what our approach recommends when all students have equal chances of being dewormed,

q: the expected instrument µ` = E
[
NT
`

]
= qN` is then proportional to N`, and Lemma 1 shows
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that including this control is enough to purge OVB. This is true both with a simple randomization of

deworming at the student level and with Miguel and Kremer’s clustered randomization scheme, first

at the school level and then at the student level.

This simple solution to OVB generally fails for more complex shock assignment processes. In

the Miguel and Kremer (2004) setting, imagine a stratified random assignment system which makes

deworming more likely for some students or schools (e.g. depending on student gender or school

size). This would make µ` no longer proportional to N`. Our framework continues to make the

solution to OVB straightforward whenever the shock assignment process is known; µ` can be computed

analytically or simulated by reassigning shocks consistently with the experimental protocol, and again

controlled for. Outside of the experimental ideal, one might assume partial exchangeability of shocks

conditional on observables and use this to compute an appropriate µ`. The approach of Jaravel et al.

(2018), for example, in which deceased and non-deceased co-inventors are matched based on age and

other characteristics, can be viewed as implicitly leveraging such an exchangeability assumption. More

generally the shock assignment process may be assumed to be known up to a set of parameters, which

the researcher may estimate in a zeroth stage.18

Including simple controls may also be insufficient to prevent OVB when spillover effects are nonlin-

ear in shocks, even for simple assignment processes. If, for example, Miguel and Kremer had studied

the effects of having at least one treated neighbor, 1
[
NT
` > 0

]
, the appropriate µ` control would have

been the student-specific probability of having such neighbor. When deworming is simply randomized

across students, this probability is a function of the total number of peers N`, and flexible controls for

N` would solve the OVB problem. This is no longer true for clustered randomization: the probability

of having at least one treated neighbor is much lower due to the correlation structure of treatment

and is not summarized by N`. As before, our framework yields a simple way to compute the relevant

µ` in this case: simulating the shock assignment process.

An additional layer of complexity arises when shocks are allowed to propagate through the entire

network, and not just to immediate neighbors. Carvalho et al. (2016), for example, study the effects of

network distance from firm ` to the nearest firm in the area of a natural disaster (specifically, the 2011

Tōhoku earthquake) in the full firm-to-firm supplier network. This specification of network spillovers

inherently makes µ` more complex: for a firm with a given number of suppliers, the probability of

having at least one supplier’s supplier in the randomly assigned earthquake zone (i.e. at distance

of two) also depends on how connected and how spatially dispersed its suppliers are. Once again

this probability can be computed by simulating the earthquake from the knowledge of its assignment

process. For Carvalho et al., geological knowledge may be useful for specifying the risk of earthquakes

affecting different parts of the network.
18See Appendix A.5 on shock assignment processes with unknown parameters. Jaravel et al. (2018) avoid the need to

simulate the µ` because deaths are rare events and the same inventor is very unlikely to have more than one co-inventor
who is deceased or matched to a deceased one. However, our solution based on simulating the process where deceased
inventors are randomly chosen from matched pairs applies generally.
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Market access regressions of D-H, introduced in Section 2, is perhaps the most elaborate network

example. Not only do transportation upgrade shocks propagate through the entire network, but

their effect on a region’s market access depends nonlinearly on other transportation links as well as

the distribution of population across regions (and potentially other factors affecting transportation

costs). Again, however, the expected growth of regional market access may be readily simulated from

knowledge of the upgrade assignment process.

The processes which determine transportation upgrades are all but simple in reality, making it

challenging to obtain valid counterfactual maps and apply our framework. We discuss two possible

approaches here. One natural approach is to use network upgrade plans and appeal to the quasi-

randomness of which subset of the plan materializes, as of some time period or ever. Notably, this

use of plans contrasts with the typical one in the literature: rather than viewing the planned network

as exogenous (which does not explicitly yield counterfactuals), one may consider the realized network

as exogenous, conditional on the plan.19 Donaldson (2018) and Berger and Enflo (2017) take a step

in this direction, using planned but unbuilt railroads in a placebo exercise, as does Lin (2017) by

exploiting engineering problems that slowed down construction of certain lines in a robustness check.

We illustrate the construction of counterfactual networks based on alternative subsets of planned

railroads in Lin’s setting below.20

A different approach is to specify, based on the economics or politics of the upgrade, the key

criteria that the upgrade had to satisfy and then find alternative networks which also satisfy these

criteria. One of the placebo analyses by Ahlfeldt and Feddersen (2018) follows this logic: they note

that the new railway line connected two major cities in Germany at distance around 160km and

had three intermediate stops. They then construct 1,000 random placebo lines that satisfy the same

description. Dell and Olken (2018) develop a similar strategy in a different context: they list main

factors that affected locations of sugar processing factories in 19th-century Java, such as proximity to

a river and distance from each other, and prepare 1,000 counterfactual maps that are similar to the

realized ones on these dimensions.

We acknowledge that in most of the described situations there is no “true” randomness of in-

frastructure construction, in contrast with some of the examples considered above. Still, specifying

counterfactuals makes the assumption of upgrade exogeneity explicit, transparent, and testable.21

Moreover, probing expected instrument controls implied by some reasonable counterfactuals may be

useful for robustness analysis: if the µ` that corresponds to the unknown true shock assignment pro-

cess is cross-sectionally uncorrelated with the residual and thus not necessary to control for, coefficient
19Historical routes can be used in place of the plan if the researcher is willing to assume that some of them decayed

for random reasons while others continued to be in use. This again contrasts with the typical use of historical routes
(e.g. Duranton et al. (2013)).

20This strategy can be compared to the use of accepted vs. rejected sites for plants in Greenstone et al. (2010), but
in a setting with spatial interdependence.

21Absent assumptions on shock assignment, strong assumptions have to be imposed on the error term: it should be
unrelated to all geographic features that may be correlated with unobserved µ`.
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estimates should be robust to including proxies for µ` in the regression.

Besides providing a solution to the OVB problem, the SEIV framework helps address well-known

challenges of network inference. The standard approach in the literature is to assume that z`ε` is

uncorrelated beyond a small geographical or network distance (Conley, 1999; see Acemoglu et al.,

2015 for a network example). This may work well when z` captures local spillovers. However, as

discussed in Section 2, when both observed and unobserved shocks may propagate further through

the network, implied standard errors may be too small. For example, long railway lines, such as the

Pacific Railroad in the 19th-century U.S. or Lanzhou-Xinjiang line in present-day China, generate

correlation in connectivity and market access between cities far away from each other, and allow

unobserved shocks to be correlated between those cities. As usual, randomization inference is valid

regardless of the correlation structure of unobserved shocks, relying only on the correlation structure

of the SEIV that is implied by knowledge of the shock assignment process.

We finally note that the same ideas apply more broadly than to regressions estimated at the node

level. For example for regressions that relate dyadic (node pair-level) outcomes to the network distance

between them, exploiting a shock to the network structure. In this vein, Allen et al. (2019) study how

migration between locations in the U.S. and Mexico is affected by log travel time between them, as

affected by the wall in some parts of the border between the two countries. One may expect that the

change in travel time is correlated with the distance between locations (and thus potentially with the

error term): regardless of which sections of the wall are built, places far away from the border will be

affected less, as there would always be alternative routes between them unaffected by the wall. Taking

an explicit stand on the counterfactual distribution of walls and performing our expected instrument

recentering is guaranteed to isolate quasi-experimental variation. Our approach further allows for

inference that takes into account that the same segment of the wall may simultaneously affect pairs

of locations that are far away from each other—a form of fuzzy clustering by the border segment.

Application We illustrate the potential importance of SEIV recentering in the market access case

by estimating the reduced-form effect of predicted log market access growth z`t = ∆ log M̂A`t, con-

structed from the expansion of high-speed rail (HSR) in China over t =2002–2016 while holding popu-

lation fixed, on the growth of regional outcomes ∆ log V`t across 306 mainland Chinese prefecture-level

cities `.22 As mentioned above, Lin (2017) previously studied the effects of this expansion with a so-

phisticated market access measure. For the purposes of illustration, we employ a simple predicted

market access construction of M̂A`t =
∑
k τ
−θ
`ktPk,2000 where Pk,2000 is the initial population of region

k in the year 2000, the τ`kt denote predicted travel costs between each region ` and k at time t, and

θ = 1 (such that M̂A`t aligns with the notion of “market potential” (Harris, 1954)). Transportation
22We focus on the reduced form here because of data constraints: annual population growth is not well measured for

many of the cities in our sample. This is not an issue for the predicted market access instrument, which holds fixed city
population in a pre-period (here, 2000).
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costs are themselves simple functions of both geographic distance and completed HSR lines by time

t. We focus on the effects of market access on log urban employment growth. Appendix B.1 describes

the sample construction and data definitions for this application in detail.

Panels A-E of Figure 2 show the evolution of new HSR construction in China from 2003 (when the

first line opened) to 2016, with Panel F showing the full set of lines including those not yet completed

but planned as of 2016. The shading in this figure indicates the change in market access (relative

to 2000) in each year. The placement of HSR is clearly non-random, unlike in our stylized example

in Section 2: major cities such as Beijing and Shanghai get connected while less developed areas do

not. Appendix Figure A1 shows that the growth in market access over this period correlates with an

increase in rail ridership, suggesting scope for real economic effects.

Panel A of Figure 3 shows that the growth in log market access between 2002 and 2016 is correlated

with the growth in regional employment, with a positive regression slope. This slope implies an

elasticity of β = 0.57 that is statistically significant at conventional levels (using spatial-clustered

standard errors that allow for correlation of cities within a 500km distance). Panel B furthermore

shows that the 2002-2016 growth in log market access is uncorrelated with employment pre-trends (log

employment growth over 1999-2002). Such falsification tests are often used to gauge the plausibility

of a research design, supporting a causal interpretation of Panel A. Our Proposition 1 shows, however,

that this interpretation is only valid when each city’s average exposure to quasi-experimental network

upgrades is uncorrelated with its potential employment trends.

Without knowing the true China HSR design, we investigate the potential for omitted variables

bias in Figure 3A by two recentering strategies. We first suppose that Assumption 1 holds with

w containing the plan for eventual HSR construction but not the realized opening dates, which we

assume are exchangeable across lines. This allows us to compute the expected instrument µ`t for each

city ` in each period t by randomly shuffling line opening dates. A second more restrictive assumption

includes the date at which each line began construction in w, while instead assuming the construction

time is exchangeable across lines. This would be more plausible if, as one would expect, construction

projects near major cities were prioritized, but that idiosyncratic shocks determine how long each

project took to complete.

Panel A of Figure 4 plots the expected instrument under the initial “opening date” design as-

sumption in 2016, along with the actual HSR construction by this year (see Appendix Figure A2

for a corresponding plot for the “random construction time” assumption). As expected, cities with

nearby lines tend to have higher expected market access growth. At the same time, some cities have

nearby HSR lines but low expected instruments, while others have high expected µ`t but low z`t. As

a result, there remains variation in the recentered market access measure plotted in Panel B of Figure

4. This variation, of market access growth in 2016 that was higher or lower than expected given a

city’s location, is exogenous if the HSR assignment process is correctly specified.
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Panel A of Figure 5 suggests that the variation in the expected instrument µ`t is not idiosyncratic,

such that omitting it from the non-recentered instrument is likely to cause OVB in estimates of β.

Variation in expected market access growth in 2002-2016 (again computed under the “random opening

date” assumption) is strongly correlated with employment pre-trends, with a coefficient of 0.56 that is

quite similar to the simple estimate of β in Figure 3. Panel B of Figure 5 furthermore shows that the

estimated effect from Figure 3 is significantly reduced when log market access growth is recentered by

the “opening date” expected instrument.23 The coefficient falls by two thirds, to 0.20, and becomes

statistically insignificant at conventional levels with spatial-clustered standard errors. Panel A of

Appendix Figure A4 shows a further decline when the market access instrument is recentered under

the “construction time” design assumption.

Table 1 confirms this finding in panel regressions of log employment on the market access measure

with city and year fixed effects, including all years in 2000-2016. Column 1, which does not recenter

market access growth, shows a statistically significant panel estimate of β = 0.25, with a spatial-

clustered confidence interval of [0.06, 0.44]. Column 2 shows that recentering by the simple “random

opening date” expected market access measure in Panel A or controlling for the expected instrument

in Panel B substantially reduces the point estimate while also yielding conventional 95% confidence

intervals which include zero. Column 3 shows that the more stringent “random construction time”

assignment process for HSR shocks yields similar results. Permutation-based 95% confidence intervals,

which leverage the corresponding line assignment assumptions, are also shown to be substantially wider

in Table 1 than the conventional spatial-clustered confidence intervals. This suggests that the residual

variation in log employment growth are is correlated across geographically distant cities located near to

the same HSR lines.24 Finally, Panel C tests both of the simple design assumptions by randomization

inference, using both T = 1
L

∑
` z̃`µ` and T = 1

L

∑
` z̃` as test statistics. While both tests reject the

null of random line opening dates specification in column 2, random construction time is not rejected

at the 5% significance level in column 3.

5.2 Simulated Eligibility Instruments

Our framework also brings insights to settings in which quasi-experimental policy variation differen-

tially affects the eligibility of individuals for a government program, such as Medicaid or unemployment

insurance.25 Currie and Gruber (1996a; 1996b, henceforth CG) famously construct “simulated instru-

ments” for eligibility x` in regressions of individual outcomes, such as program participation, health

status or educational attainment. These instruments are designed to address the endogeneity of el-
23Appendix Figure A3 shows that the recentered instrument under both exogeneity assumptions does not systemati-

cally correlate with employment pre-trends.
24Appendix Table A1 repeats these specifications for an outcome of log GDP growth. In contrast to log employment,

market access growth does not appear to predict local GDP growth even absent the expected instrument recentering.
This remains true under our two HSR design assumptions.

25We thank Paul Goldsmith-Pinkham for helping us make this connection.
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igibility, which depends both on policies and on non-random individual characteristics that may be

correlated with potential outcomes. The CG solution is to leverage the plausible exogeneity of policies

themselves, by constructing an instrument that only varies across an individual’s state-of-residence.26

The general SEIV approach provides a way to construct valid instruments from quasi-experimental

eligibility policy variation that preserve individual-level exposure to such policies. By leveraging more

variation, and better predicting true eligibility, these instruments can potentially yield substantial

power gains.

To formalize this insight, we present a general description of simulated eligibility instruments. The

CG procedure simulates the average eligibility of a representative individual in the U.S., if she were

to reside in each state and be subject to its policies; this simulated instrument is then assigned to

individuals on the basis of their actual state-of-residence. In terms of our notation, g = (g1, . . . , g50)′,

where gn represents the eligibility policy of state n, and w collects observations of r` and v`, where r`
indexes the state in which individual ` resides and v` are other observed demographics. With h(gn)

denoting the simulated eligibility of the population under policy gn, the CG instrument can then be

written as a shock-exposure instrument: zCG` = f`(g;w) = h(gr`).

When state policies are as-good-as-randomly assigned with respect to potential outcomes or trends

ε` (i.e., the rows of g are exchangeable), the CG instrument is valid without further adjustment; in

our framework the expected instrument E [f`(g;w) | w] = 1
50
∑
n h(gn) is constant. Per Section 4,

valid tests of β = b can be constructed by comparing the zCG` IV statistic 1
L

∑
` z

CG
` (y` − bx`) to

the tails of its distribution under state policy permutations. Since zCG` only varies at the state level,

conventional state-clustered standard errors may also be asymptotically valid provided eligibility policy

is independent across states.

As in Section 4.2, more powerful tests and shorter confidence intervals may be obtained by re-

placing the CG instrument with a shock-exposure instrument that better predicts individual eligi-

bility. In practice, all individual characteristics relevant to eligibility determination—such as in-

come, family structure, or employment status—may be observed and contained in w`. In such cases

E [x` | g, w] = x`, or an individual’s eligibility itself. Thus apart from the E [εε′ | w] adjustment, the

optimal instrument (??) is z̃∗` = x`−E [x` | w], and the efficient IV procedure is asymptotically equiv-

alent to a regression of y` on z̃∗` . Our framework then motivates a regression of outcomes on eligibility,

recentered by or controlling for the individual’s average eligibility over random reallocations of poli-

cies. This contrasts with the CG approach: while they apply `’s state policy to random individuals

to construct the instrument, we apply random states’ policies to ` to construct the control.

There are two additional considerations motivating the use of the CG instrument which can be

incorporated in our approach. First, in some settings not all determinants of eligibility are observed in

w`. For example Cohodes et al. (2016) study the long-term effects of Medicaid eligibility on children
26For example, Currie and Gruber (1996a) write that their aim is “to achieve identification using only legislative

variation in Medicaid policy” (p. 445). We interpret this as positing quasi-random variation in policies across states.
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without observing its key determinant (parental income). They use a simulated eligibility instrument

which assigns to each individual of a given age, race, and birth year the average eligibility among such

individuals nationally if they were subject to her state-of-residence’s policy. Our framework instead

motivates instrumenting by the average eligibility of individuals with similar demographics actually

residing in each state, while adjusting for the average value of this instrument over permutations

of state policies. By virtue of Proposition 4 this will again improve efficiency, to the extent the

non-observed determinants of eligibility are systematically different across states.

Second, even when all eligibility determinants are observed, a researcher may not wish to include

them in r`. This would be the case when, for example, parental income responds endogenously to

the state policy, violating Assumption 1. Indeed, Currie and Gruber (1996a) discuss this as one

of the motivations for their original simulated instrument construction. In such cases exogenous

predictors of such determinants, such as parental income from before a state policy change, may

be used instead. East and Kuka (2015) use a similar approach to augment simulated instrument

construction in evaluating the effects of unemployment insurance eligibility.

A related literature on unemployment insurance eligibility effects (Cullen and Gruber, 2000; East

and Kuka, 2015) has taken a different approach than CG: regressing outcomes on true or predicted eli-

gibility, while flexibly controlling for individual’s observables v`. This approach is also justified within

our SEIV framework since the expected instrument is by necessity some function of v`. Flexible con-

trols for individual characteristics have an additional benefit of potentially predicting variation in the

error term, thus improving asymptotic efficiency. However, Gruber (2003) finds this strategy difficult

for Medicaid because several demographic variables have nonlinear effects on eligibility, leading to

the curse-of-dimensionality. Focusing on the (perhaps implicit) quasi-experiment in such investiga-

tions—that of as-good-as-random state-level policy variation—reveals the single control needed for

valid causal inference, avoiding the problem while still allowing for other flexible controls to reduce

residual variance.

Application We illustrate the power gain yielded by our SEIV approach to simulated instruments,

leveraging a plausibly exogenous change in Medicaid eligibility induced by the US Affordable Care

Act (ACA) in 2014. A 2012 Supreme Court decision (National Federation of Independent Business v.

Sebelius, 567 U.S. 519) permitted state governors to avoid increasing the household income eligibility

threshold for Medicaid to 138% of the federal poverty level (FPL) following a protracted legal challenge

of this ACA provision. As a result of this decision, only 24 states plus Washington D.C. expanded to

this level of Medicaid generosity by January 2014 (Kaiser, 2015), with individuals in the remaining

states continuing to face a variety of stricter income-based Medicaid eligibility rules. Frean et al.

(2017) previously studied the coverage effects of this expansion in combination with other ACA policy

changes using a simulated instrument triple-difference estimation strategy.
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We follow Frean et al. (2017) in studying the effect of ACA-induced Medicaid eligibility on both

“take-up” of Medicaid coverage and “crowd-out” of private insurance coverage, both having important

implications for public insurance provision. To this end, we construct a representative sample of adults

(ages 21-64) residing in the 43 states that did not expand Medicaid eligibility as in the ACA prior

to January 1, 2014 from a random sample of 1% of the population collected through the American

Community Survey (ACS) in 2012-2015; our main analysis studies expansion effects in 2014. The

repeated cross-section includes information on annual insurance coverage, household income, and

other variables potentially determining Medicaid eligibility such as family structure (e.g., employment

and child status). Construction of these data and the Medicaid eligibility rules in each state and year

follows Frean et al. (2017) and is discussed in detail in Appendix B.2.

Columns 1–2 of Table 2 start by reporting simple difference-in-difference estimates of 2014 Medicaid

eligibility effects, from regressions of the form

y`t = α+ βx`tPostt + τPostt + v′`tγ + ε`t (14)

where t is either 2013 or 2014 and Postt is a 2014 year indicator. Here the outcome y`t is an indicator

for a type of insurance coverage (Medicaid, private insurance, or other), x`t is an indicator for Medicaid

eligibility under the realized state policies in 2014, and the vector v`t includes the uninteracted x`t,

state fixed effects, and in column 2 also a fourth-order polynomial in household income as a percentage

of the federal poverty line (interacted with Postt). OLS estimates of equation (14) thus capture

differences in coverage trends, from 2013 to 2014, between individuals residing in states with more or

less generous Medicaid eligibility rules following the partial ACA expansion. Following the literature,

we estimate this equation with conventional state-clustered standard errors.27

Column 1 of Table 2 shows that, absent further controls, 2014 Medicaid eligibility is associated with

5.2 percentage point (pp) higher insurance coverage. This correlation arises almost entirely from higher

Medicaid coverage (5.6pp). There is only a small and statistically insignificantly negative association

with private insurance coverage, and a similarly small (but significant) positive association with other

forms of coverage.28 Column 2 shows, however, that this lack of crowd-out is likely a spurious finding,

driven by the fact that both 2014 Medicaid eligibility and private insurance coverage are highly

correlated with household income. Including a fourth-order income polynomial in v`t (interacted with

Postt) results in a large and statistically significant negative 2.6pp private crowd-out association.

State Medicaid eligibility rules are complex, with nonlinear income schedules that differ by house-

hold structure in each year. As a result, the polynomial income controls in column 2 of Table 2 are

unlikely to be enough in purging potential OVB from the OLS estimates. In column 3 we isolate the
27See Appendix Table A4 for the corresponding table with 2015 outcomes.
28Note that the sum of Medicaid, private insurance, and other insurance coverage effects is not mechanically the

overall coverage effect, since individuals can have multiple types of insurance coverage.
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state-level policy variation by constructing CG-style simulated instruments for x`t. This zCG`t predicts

2014 Medicaid eligibility as the average eligibility in a nationally-representative sample of individuals

if they were to reside in the state of individual ` in year t. Thus variation in zCG`t is purely due to the

variation in eligibility policy (including a state’s decision to expand eligibility under the ACA, as well

as other variation in the eligibility thresholds).29

Column 3 reports IV estimates from instrumenting x`tτt in equation (14) with zCG`t τt, retaining the

basic controls from column 1. While the overall coverage effect remains similar, at 4.2pp, the simulated

eligibility instrument suggests both higher take-up (10.4pp) and private crowd-out (-5.8pp) effects,

with again no effect on other insurance coverage. The column also shows that first stage relationship

between actual and policy-predicted eligibility is close to one, as is often found in simulated eligibility

instrument designs (Frean et al., 2017).

Column 4 of Table 2 isolates just the plausibly exogenous variation in state Medicaid eligibility

in this period by using as an instrument the decision to expand eligibility in the state an individual

resides in. This can be viewed as a simulated eligibility instrument which takes on two values: the

average eligibility of a representative population when residing in expansion and non-expansion states.

The estimates in this column are quite similar to those in column 3. When viewing expansion decisions

as quasi-experimental, this suggests the OVB from additional policy variation in column 3 is likely to

be minimal.

In columns 5-7 of Table 2 we show how replacing zCG`t with a SEIV can increase the precision

of Medicaid take-up and crowd-out effects, while continuing to leverage quasi-experimental variation

in state expansion decisions. Specifically, we construct zSEIV`t as the predicted 2014 eligibility of

individual ` based on her household income, family structure, and state of residence in time t. The

SEIV vector w contains information on state eligibility rules as of 2013, while the shock vector g

contains indicators for whether each state n expanded eligibility in 2014. Thus, zSEIV`t equals one if

individual ` would have been eligible for Medicaid in 2013 when her state didn’t expand coverage in

2014, while it equals one if individual `’s family income is less than the maximum of the ACA-mandated

138 FPL threshold and her state’s 2013 thresholds when her state did expand coverage. The expected

instrument µ`t for this SEIV under the assumption of exchangeable state expansion decisions thus

has a particular structure: it equals one (zero) for any individual with income low (high) enough to

always (never) be Medicaid-eligible, regardless of state expansion decisions, and equals the probability

of Medicaid expansion for one’s state at intermediate income levels and household structures. As a

result the recentered zSEIV`t is mechanically zero for individuals who are always and never eligible for

Medicaid across different realizations of g.

Column 5 finds broadly similar coverage, take-up, and crowd-out point estimates as column 4 from

replacing the expansion indicator instrument with the recentered zSEIV`t . These estimates are also
29Some states that expanded under the ACA adopted a Medicaid eligibility threshold above 138 FPL. Thus conditional

on a state’s expansion decision eligibility policy differs in both the expanded and non-expanded group.
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similar in column 6, which controls for expected eligibility while instrumenting for actual eligibility by

the column 3 instrument. Consistent with the above theoretical discussion, however, these estimates

are more precise (and the first stage is again close to one). The conventional state-clustered standard

errors in column 6, which are in this case appropriate for the state-clustered SEIV, are 20-33% smaller

than the corresponding standard errors in columns 3 and 4. Further precision gains, with 40-50%

smaller standard errors than in columns 3-4, are found in column 7 which restricts estimation to the

instrument “sharp sample”—individuals for which there is variation in the recentered zSEIV`t .

The estimates in Table 2 are suggestive of power gains from applying the general SEIV framework.

To more formally study these gains, we conduct a Monte Carlo simulation of the relative power of

estimates obtained via the state expansion instrument, recentered SEIV, and sharp sample SEIV.

These simulations are calibrated to the estimates in column 5 of Table 2: for both the takeup (has

Medicaid) and crowd-out (has private) analysis, we generate outcomes from applying the estimated

second-stage coefficients to simulated Medicaid eligibility across 500 permutations of realized state

expansion decisions, holding fixed all controls and the residuals estimated in Table 2. In each simula-

tion draw we then apply each of the three IV estimators and test both the true null hypothesis and a

range of alternatives at the 95% confidence level, using conventional state-clustered standard errors.

Figure 6 plots simulated power curves for each of the three IV estimators and two outcomes. These

confirm substantial power gains from the recentered and sharp sample SEIV approach, relative to the

simulated eligibility instrument that just uses variation in state expansion decisions. For the null of

no crowd-out effect, for example, both recentered and sharp sample SEIV estimators have rejection

rates of essentially one, while the expansion IV rejects in only 60% of simulations. Interestingly the

simulations also reveal size distortions in the expansion IV and recentered SEIV approach for the

crowd-out analysis; the sharp sample SEIV which is most powerful in this case also has correct size,

rejecting the true null in 5% of simulations.

Appendix Tables A2 and A3 illustrate additional theoretical results from the above discussion

related to the validity of zSEIV`t .30 Table A2 reports pre-trend estimates for simulated eligibility and

shock-exposure instruments in columns 1-2, and in column 3 replaces actual household income with

a prediction of household income based on individual demographics (see Appendix B.2 for details).

These come from versions of equation (14) that replace 2014 outcomes with 2012 outcomes, while still

using 2014 to define eligibility. Most coverage pre-trends are small and statistically insignificant across

all instruments, lending credibility to the quasi-experimental assignment of state policies. Notably

the only significant pre-trend on Medicaid coverage is eliminated by using predicted income in column

3, while the recentered sharp-sample estimates in column 4 of Table 3 which uses this SEIV are quite

similar to those in column 6 of Table 2.

Table A3 shows how the simple assignment process assumption of as-good-as-random ACA ex-
30Appendix tables A5 and A6 show corresponding results for 2015 outcomes.
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pansion decisions across states can be tested and relaxed in our framework. Panel A shows SEIV

estimates obtained under different models for the distribution of g given w, estimated by including

additional state covariates in w and estimating populated-weighted state-level probit models. These

models imply different µ`t among individuals in the sharp sample, which we use to recenter zSEIV`t .

Panel B tests each assignment process assumption by the two restrictions discussed in Section 3.3:

that E
[
z̃SEIV`t

]
= 0 and E

[
z̃SEIV`t µ`t

]
= 0. Joint chi-squared test statistics decline as we move from

the simple model of exchangeable expansion decisions to allow for the probability of expansion to

depend on whether or not the state had a Republican governor in 2013 (column 2), the state’s median

income in 2012 (column 3), the state’s Medicaid enrollment rate in 2012 (column 4), or all covariates

simultaneously (column 5), though all tests fail to reject at conventional levels. At the same time, the

coefficient estimates in Panel A remain stable with little increase in state-clustered standard errors.

5.3 Shift-Share Instruments

Shift-share instruments average a set of observed shocks with observation-specific shares. In a typical

case, a regional instrument z` is constructed from industry shocks gn by z` =
∑
n w`ngn, where w`n

measures the industry’s share (of, say, employment) in the region. We assume that the shocks are

quasi-randomly assigned, whereas the shares measuring regional shock exposure may be correlated

with the structural residual, for example because unobserved industry shocks also affect regions via

the same shares. Our discussion of shift-share instruments builds on and extends our earlier work

(Borusyak et al., 2019, henceforth BHJ); to keep its presentation short, we refer the reader to BHJ

for more details and examples of the setup.31

Viewing shift-share instruments as SEIVs delivers two main new insights regarding inference and

power. For the former, randomization inference provides a new way of constructing confidence intervals

that complements the asymptotic standard errors of Adão et al. (2019b) and BHJ. Since randomiza-

tion inference is exact in finite samples, it is especially valuable in situations when the asymptotic

approximation may not be precise, e.g. with relatively few or heavy-tailed shocks.32 Moreover, in the

application below we provide evidence that the power properties of randomization inference dominate

those of asymptotic inference, especially with few or heavy-tailed shocks.

Despite good power properties, randomization inference is not meant to replace asymptotic infer-

ence because stronger assumptions have to be imposed on the shocks for RI to be valid: exchangeability

and full independence from all shares and residuals, compared with a weaker shock orthogonality con-

dition in BHJ. In particular, exchangeability requires homoskedasticity of shocks and is thus violated
31The alternative approach of Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2019), in which shares are exogenous but shocks need not

be, also fits within our SEIV framework, with an exchangeable matrix of shares as g and the vector of shocks as w. The
shock-exposure view however does not bring new insights in this case.

32Of course, if there are the number of shocks (or the “effective number of shocks” per BHJ) is too small, the quasi-
experiment may not have enough power to reject interesting economic hypotheses. However, it is difficult to judge a
priori what constitutes “too small,” and exact confidence intervals provide a valid data-driven answer.
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when industry-level shocks are less volatile (perhaps because measured more precisely) for bigger in-

dustries; BHJ find this to be the case in the Autor et al. (2013) application. It is straightforward to

allow heteroskedasticity of known functional form but even that is restrictive.

However, this limitation can be remedied by using robust randomization inference. Since asymp-

totic standard errors that allow for heteroskedasticity or clustering in shocks are available from Adão

et al. (2019b) and BHJ, they can be used to studentize the test statistic when performing random-

ization inference, as described in Section 3.3. In this case, the resulting confidence intervals will be

asymptotically robust to heteroskedasticity and clustering, while still being exact in finite samples

under the stronger RI conditions. That said, we find the power performance of confidence intervals

that studentize via heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors to be poor with few shocks (details are

available upon request). We also note that both RI and asymptotic confidence intervals depend on

the assumption of constant treatment effects; comparing robustness of these methods to treatment

effect heterogeneity is left for future research.

Our second insight on the use of SEIVs for shift-share instruments is that the instrument power can

be improved by using nonlinear instruments derived from economic theory, while preserving robustness

to model misspecification. Kovak (2013) and Adão et al. (2019b) justify shift-share instruments as first-

order approximations of certain models of trade. Our results provide a framework for using nonlinear

f` and thus avoiding such approximations. If the shocks are large (as they are in many applications)

and the approximation is not precise, a feasible approximation for the optimal instrument from Section

4.2 may deliver a substantial improvement in power. These assumptions are already made (although

in a weaker form) when the conventional shift-share instrument is used.

We demonstrate this point in Appendix A.6, by extending the model of Kovak (2013) to allow for

imperfectly elastic regional labor supply. We then show that if a quasi-random industry demand shock

(e.g., from a trade liberalization) is observed, the model yields an intuitive nonlinear shock-exposure

instrument for regional employment in the labor supply equation. We then characterize its power

advantage compared to the shift-share approximation. Importantly, the recentered shock-exposure

instrument remains valid even if the economic model is misspecified: it only relies on the second-stage

exclusion restriction and knowledge of the assignment process.

As a final note, we show how one result from BHJ can be derived and understood differently

within the shock-exposure framework. BHJ show that when the expected shock is a linear function of

industry-level observables qn, controlling for a share-weighted average of these observables isolates the

residual variation in the shocks. That is when E [gn | w] = τ ′qn it is enough to control for
∑
n w`nqn

in the shift-share regression. In our framework this follows from the fact that the expected instrument

is linear in
∑
n w`nqn: µ`(w) = E [

∑
n w`ngn | w] = τ ′

∑
n w`nqn. Thus by the equivalence noted in

Section 4.1, controlling for
∑
n w`nqn asymptotically yields the expected instrument adjustment.
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Application We compare the finite-sample properties of different inference procedures for shift-

share IV via Monte-Carlo simulations, as analytical results are difficult to obtain. The simulations

are based on the Monte-Carlo analyses in BHJ (their Appendix A.10) and like them use the data

from the influential study of Autor et al. (2013), who estimate the effects of import competition with

China on U.S. local labor markets. In each simulation we draw 1,500 sets of iid industry shocks from

some distribution and construct corresponding regional datasets of outcomes and treatments. With

the true causal effect β = 0, we test hypotheses β = β0 for various levels of β0 (rescaled so that the

IV estimate in the actual data corresponds to β0 = 1). The size of the test is obtained for β0 = 0,

while other values are informative on the power of the tests.

We compare three testing procedures. Two of them rely on the asymptotic results the BHJ: the

primary “exposure-robust” inference and its version that imposes the null hypothesis (Adão et al.

(2019b) show that this results in better coverage in finite samples). The third procedure is random-

ization inference based on 1,999 random permutations of the shocks, where the test statistic is the

least squares coefficient from the reduced-form regression of the outcome on the shift-share instru-

ment, across regions-by-period observations. To compare power we need to make size comparable; we

thus pick nominal coverage differently for each procedure such that the actual finite-sample coverage

is always 5%. See Appendix B.3 for data and implementation details.

Figure 7 presents the main findings for three different data-generating processes. Panel A draws

industry shocks from a normal distribution for 794 industry-by-period shocks. Consistent with BHJ,

exposure-robust inference leads to slight overrejection, as 3.1% nominal coverage implies 5% actual

coverage; the other procedures exhibit no significant size distortions. Power of all procedures is also

very similar, although slightly larger for randomization inference.

These patterns change drastically when we deviate from many normal shocks, however. Panel B

of Figure 7 aggregates industries into SIC2 groups, resulting in 40 industry-by-period shocks, while

retaining shock normality. Here overrejection of exposure-robust inference becomes substantial (0.7%

nominal rejection corresponds to 5% effective), and randomization power has clearly better power

against almost all β0 6= 0. The advantages of randomization inference are even larger in Panel C which

keeps 794 shocks (as in Panel A) but makes shocks heavy-tailed, drawing them from the empirical

distribution of the Autor et al. (2013) shocks (demeaned within periods). In this simulation exposure-

robust inference has even stronger size distortion (0.6% nominal size for 5% effective) and its power

is moderately smaller than that of randomization inference for many values of β0, although mildly

higher for some others. Asymptotic inference with the null imposed has only minor size distortions

(6.9% nominal for 5% effective) but performs very poorly on power. The power of this procedure

remains under 80% for arbitrarily large values of β0; that is, in over 20% of simulated samples the

implied confidence interval is infinite.
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5.4 Nonlinear Shift-Share Constructions

A conventional shift-share instrument, defined as
∑
n w`ngn, is linear in the shocks. However, a number

of recent papers have used nonlinear transformations of the instrument, z` = h (
∑
n w`ngn). Here we

show that even if the untransformed
∑
n w`ngn is valid, z` need not be and will generally need to be

recentered via knowledge of the shock assignment process. The formal argument is straightforward:

the expected instrument µ` = E [h (
∑
n w`ngn) | w] may vary across ` even if E [

∑
n w`ngn | w] does

not. The latter corresponds to the case considered by BHJ when the exposure shares sum to one, i.e.∑
n w`n = 1 for each `, and the shocks are assigned with the same mean E [gn | w] = α.

To build intuition for the validity problem with nonlinear h(·), first consider the case where the

h(·) mapping is concave. Then by Jensen inequality the expectation of z` is higher when the un-

derlying shift-share term has lower variance, which generally corresponds to observations with more

dispersed exposure shares w`n.33 Similarly, for a convex h(·) the expected instrument is higher for

observations with exposure shares concentrated on a small number of shocks. Observations with

dispersed shares may further have systematically different unobservables: for example, regions with

diversified economies (in terms of employment across industries) may be more resilient to unobserved

regional shocks. This generates omitted variables bias for the nonlinear shift-share instrument, with

the direction that depends on the convexity of h(·).

A popular nonlinear shift-share construction is found in panel regressions with fixed effects.

Berman et al. (2015), for example, construct an instrument for firm ` in period t as

z`t = ln
(∑

n

w`nGnt

)
, (15)

with similar strategies used recently by Berthou et al. (2019) and Costa et al. (2019). Here w`n
measures the time-invariant share of firm exports to some market n (defined by an industry and

destination country), and Gnt > 0 proxies for the level of demand in that market in period t. This

instrument builds on the intuition that panel regressions estimated in logs and with unit fixed effects

effectively relies on randomness in the growth rates of the shifters, ∆ lnGnt, but this intuition is

erroneous in this case.

For exposition clarity, suppose there are only two periods t = 0, 1 and that the regression may

equivalently be estimated on first-differenced data with the instrument

∆z` = ln
∑
n w`nGn1∑
n w`nGn0

= ln
∑
n

w̃`ngn, (16)

where the shares w̃`n = w`nGn0/
∑
n′ w`n′Gn′0 add up to one and the shocks are gn = Gn1

Gn0
. The

33This argument is precise for quadratic mappings, h(x) = x − bx2 for b > 0, iid shocks with some mean α and
variance σ2, and shares adding up to one. Then µ`(w) = α̃ − bσ2 ·

∑
n
w2
`n, for constant α̃ = α − bα2. The expected

instrument is higher when the Herfindahl index
∑

n
w2
`n is lower, i.e. when the shares are dispersed.
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nonlinearity concern directly applies, despite the panel dimension of the data: even if the shocks

are randomly assigned, the instrument is systematically higher for observations with dispersed w̃`n.

Moreover, an additional problem is evident: the shares effectively used by the instrument are w̃`n
rather than w`n, which may not always align with the economic intuition behind the instrument.34

Both problems are easily avoided by an alternative construction of the instrument. Consider

ž`t =
∑
n w`n lnGnt, which is a conventional shift-share instrument. With two periods, its first

difference equals ∆ž` =
∑
n w`n ln Gn1

Gn0
, which again is a shift-share with correct shares w`n and

shocks which are the growth rates of Gnt. This intuition applies more generally: BHJ prove (Section

3.3) that the panel regression with unit fixed effects and instrument ž`t can be viewed as leveraging

variation in the growth rates of shocks regardless of the number of time periods.

We finally note two other recent examples of nonlinear shift-share constructions. Derenoncourt

(2019) uses sample percentiles of a shift-share variable as instrument. This transformation is generally

neither convex nor concave, so the simple intuition about share dispersion does not apply. Still, it is

nonlinear and thus as-good-as-randomness of shifters does not suffice for validity.

Boustan et al. (2013) use a more complex strategy which goes beyond the h(·) transformation. To

instrument for the Gini coefficient corresponding to the income distribution in a region, they construct

a predicted income distribution and take its Gini coefficient as the instrument. This prediction uses a

shift-share approach, based on the lagged local income distribution (as shares) and national changes in

income by income groups (as shocks). The resulting instrument can thus be represented as a nonlinear

function of the shares and shocks, i.e. as a general SEIV. Recentering is necessary for the instrument

to solely leverage variation in the national income shocks.

5.5 Network Instruments

The shock-exposure setup is well-suited to studying propagation and spillover effects of random shocks

through predetermined networks. This section maps identification strategies used in that literature to

SEIVs, with an example from Carvalho et al. (2016), and shows how the expected instrument captures

the relevant notion of the network position that should be controlled for.

Suppose the researcher specifies a model of spillovers

y` =
K∑
k=1

βkxk` + ε`, (17)

where x`1, . . . , x`K capture K ≥ 1 possible ways how observations (nodes) ` can be affected by some

set of shocks. This equation is estimated with SEIVs z`1, . . . , z`K which are functions of the shock

realizations g that may specify the nodes or links that were affected and by how much, and of the
34Approximating ∆z` around Gn1 = Gn0 (for small time changes in Gnt) one obtains ∆z` ≈

∑
n
w̃`n
(
Gn1
Gn0

− 1
)
: a

shift-share instrument based on the growth rates of Gnt with shares w̃`n.
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pre-determined network itself. As usual we assume shocks are exogenous, i.e. satisfy Assumption 1.

For concreteness, consider a stylized version of the Carvalho et al. (2016) setup that studies prop-

agation of the Fukushima earthquake through the network of trading firms. Let y` denote a firm

outcome (e.g. revenue growth) and xk` be a set of mutually exclusive dummies for different values of

the network distance from the firm to the earthquake, d`. Specifically, x1` switches on if firm ` was

directly affected by the earthquake (d` = 1), x2` if it was not affected but had at least one affected

supplier (d` = 2), x3` if the firm instead had at least one supplier whose supplier was hit, and so on.35

As in Carvalho et al. (2016), suppose for simplicity (5.5) is estimated by OLS, such that zk` = xk`.

These instruments qualify as SEIVs, as they can be computed from two pieces of information: the

adjacency matrix of the network w and the location of the earthquake, defined as the set of directly

affected firms, g.36

The OVB problem associated with this strategy derives from differences in network position across

firms. The OLS estimator compares firms at different distances from the network, with an omitted

category of firms whose supply chains are totally unaffected serving as the control group. However,

this comparison need not be causal even if the location of the earthquake is random. In particular,

firms which have more suppliers are more likely to have at least one of them hit by the earthquake.37

The number of connections may be correlated with the residual: well-connected firms are typically

larger and they may be more exposed to unobserved shocks in the network or, conversely, more robust

to them. In all of these cases, the estimates of βk will be biased. Heterogeneity by the number of

connections is not the only source of the problem. For example, firms that have few direct suppliers

but many second-degree suppliers (i.e., their suppliers are very well-connected) are also likely to be

close to the earthquake.

The relevant notion of the network position depends on the structure (i.e., the assignment process)

of earthquakes. If an earthquake is a shock that hits a random region, then a firm with two suppliers

from different regions is systematically more exposed to it than the one with ten suppliers but all

located in the same place. If earthquakes concentrate in the north of the country, then firms with

supply chains in the north are also more exposed. Conventional measures of network centrality are

thus unlikely to capture all systematic variation in the instrument. At the same time, knowledge of

the distribution of earthquake locations and structure, perhaps drawn from geological studies, can be

readily exploited to measure µ1`, . . . , µK`—simulated probabilities that firm ` is at distance k from a

random earthquake. Recentered instruments z̃k` = zk` − µk` can then be used for valid estimation.38

35More treatments can be specified, for instance allowing for spillover effects from affected customers too. Given the
set of included treatments, shock exogeneity applied to (17) requires that no types of spillovers have been omitted.

36Market access instruments from Section 5.1 can be viewed as a special case of this discussion too, with the trans-
portation network serving as w.

37In line with this view, Carvalho et al. (2016) control for the number of network connections. The following discussion
suggests that this is not sufficient for eliminating OVB.

38So far we have assumed that spillovers depend on the presence of at least one supplier at a certain network distance.
Other work has adopted a more continuous formulation where xk` is the share of degree-k suppliers (e.g., by input
value) affected by the earthquake. Expected shares also need not be equal across firms, for example if the earthquake
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With the earthquake distribution specified, randomization inference provides exact confidence in-

tervals for β. Validity in finite samples is especially useful in this setting for two reasons. First,

conventional methods for inference in network situations are difficult and often require strong as-

sumptions. Second, with only one earthquake observed in the data, the asymptotic approach may

generally be inapplicable. Even absent spillovers, when only one region is hit by the earthquake it is

impossible to get a consistent estimate for β (e.g., in the asymptotic sequence where the number of

regions is growing). The causal impact of an earthquake in this scenario cannot be precisely isolated

from the effects of unobserved random shocks that hit the same region. The lack of consistency,

however, does not preclude informative inference on βk. For example, if the true causal effects are

zero, it is unlikely that unobserved shocks hit exactly the same region where the earthquake randomly

happened. Randomization inference-based confidence intervals capture this idea formally.39

We finally give another example of a network situation in which the SEIV approach may be useful.

Jaravel et al. (2018) study the effects of an inventor’s unexpected death on the future productivity of

her co-inventors. Recognizing that collaborators of randomly deceased inventors are not representa-

tive of the full inventor population (e.g., due to their age distribution and the “friendship paradox”),

they construct a control group which matches deceased inventors to “placebo” ones based on observ-

ables and look at their surviving collaborators. This strategy implicitly requires deaths to be rare

events: if a typical inventor had both deceased and surviving collaborators, the treatment and control

groups would largely overlap. However, such overlap can be straightforwardly overcome in the SEIV

framework. If, for example, spillovers on surviving inventors are assumed to depend on the share of

collaborators who have died, one can recenter by the expected value of this share via redrawing from

matched pairs of deceased and placebo inventors. Similarly, while Jaravel et al.’s (2018) clustering

of observations by the deceased (or placebo-deceased) inventor relies on the two groups of surviving

inventors not overlapping, randomization inference does not require such assumption.

5.6 Other Designs

We conclude this section by discussing implications for model-implied optimal instruments (Adão

et al., 2019a), as well as for instruments generated by partially-randomized centralized assignment

mechanisms (Abdulkadiroglu et al., 2017). In both cases the shock-exposure framework relaxes certain

restrictions, while suggesting a more flexible basis for inference.

Adão et al. (2019a) develop a spatial general equilibrium model that implies tractable estimating

equations for the structural parameters. Then they derive optimal instruments for the endogenous

regressors, using the structure of the model. In constructing instruments, Adão et al. (2019a) make

two key assumptions. First, they assume that the structural residuals (e.g., unobserved supply-

probabilities vary across space.
39We thank Andres Rodriguez-Clare for the conversation on this issue.
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shifters) across U.S. local labor markets are mean-zero conditional on both the set of observed shocks

g (e.g., China productivity growth across industries, similarly to Autor et al. (2013)) and the original

equilibrium w; in our notation, E [ε` | g, w] = 0. Here w includes, for example, regional shares of

different industries in a previous period, which are implicitly assumed to be valid instruments (as in

Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2019)). Our framework clarifies that this can be replaced by a weaker

assumption, E [ε` | g, w] = E [ε` | w], requiring only exogenous changes in Chinese productivity in

Adão et al. (2019a). Permuting observed shocks across industries then yields the expected instrument

adjustment for any z` = f`(g, w), with Proposition 4 characterizing the optimal instrument among

the recentered IV estimators, which generally does not coincide with the one in Adão et al. (2019a).

The second implicit assumption in Adão et al. (2019a), used in their derivation of the optimal

instrument, is that the structural residuals and instrument are independent across regions. This

allows them to apply the results of Chamberlain (1987) directly. However such independence is not

likely to hold, since each shock affects many of the U.S. regions both directly (as in Autor et al. (2013))

and indirectly (via spatial linkages within the U.S.). The proof technique we use in Proposition 4 is

therefore more appropriate, as it allows for unrestricted dependence across observations. As usual, our

randomization inference framework also remains valid in this case, while validity of the conventional

asymptotics is not guaranteed.

Our approach also applies to settings in which instruments arise from randomizations embedded

in centralized assignment mechanisms, such as deferred acceptance algorithms for school choice. For

such mechanisms the indicator for assignment of a student ` to a given school or school type can

be written in the shock-exposure form, z` = f`(g;w). The set of student rankings over schools and

administrative school priorities over students is given by w, while g contains a set of lottery numbers

used to break ties among equal-priority students. Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2017) use market design

theory to derive instrument propensity score formulas for deferred acceptance, conditional on which

z` is a valid instrument. More generally they consider mechanisms satisfying the “equal treatment

of equals” (ETE) property, in which students with the same preferences and administrative priorities

face the same risk of assignment to each school. Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2017) show that with ETE it is

sufficient to flexibly control for preferences and priorities when instrumenting with z` or, to overcome

the curse of dimensionality, to control for the average assignment rate of a student across redrawings

of g, holding w fixed. This simulated propensity score aligns with our expected instrument correction.

The shock-exposure view offers two further insights to this setting. First, the ETE assumption

is not necessary: simulated propensity score can be obtained for any known centralized mechanism,

even those that do not equalize assignment risk across students of the same type. The validity of

instruments that correct for this score arises simply from the experimental variation in g. Second, our

framework again gives a design-based inference approach that accounts for the inherent dependencies of

school offers across students, and remains valid when student potential outcomes are not independent.
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The latter might arise when applicants with similar preferences and priorities are similar in other

unobserved ways, or because of peer effects.

6 Conclusions

Natural experiments can have widespread and heterogeneous effects across many or all observations of

treatment and outcomes. We develop a general framework to leverage this variation in conventional

IV regressions, avoiding bias from the non-random exposure of observations to quasi-experimental

shocks. The key ingredient to forming recentered shock-exposure instruments is the researcher’s

stance on the shock assignment process, which specifies the conditional distribution of counterfactual

shocks that may have as well occurred. This design-based approach allows for valid inference in

finite samples of observations and shocks—following the classic statistical literature of randomization

inference—though we also provide guidance for optimal shock-exposure instrument construction as in

the asymptotic approach of Chamberlain (1987). Our discussion of shift-share, simulated eligibility,

and transportation instruments illustrates practical implications of these general insights.

We conclude by noting two important limitations of our current analysis. First, while we char-

acterize the shock-exposure IV estimand under general treatment effect heterogeneity in Appendix

A.3, our approach to inference and efficiency is fundamentally based on an assumption of constant

effects. That is, the randomization tests we discuss in Section 3.3 are guaranteed to have correct size

in testing the strong null hypothesis that treatment has no effect on outcomes for any observations,

but not the weaker hypothesis that the average effect is zero. In general exact inference for such null

hypotheses is a difficult challenge, though recent progress has been made for ensuring robustness of

randomization inference to weaker null hypotheses in much simpler settings (Chung and Romano,

2013). In more complex designs, such as shift-share IV, inference robust to heterogenous treatment

effects is challenging even with the traditional asymptotic approach (Adão et al., 2019b).

A second assumption we maintain throughout is a priori knowledge of the quasi-experimental

design, or shock assignment process. It is enough in our setting to know the vector of shocks is

exchangeable, such that different permutations of the observed vector (perhaps within observable

groups) are equally likely to arise. As discussed in the shift-share example of Section 5, it is also enough

to know the expected instrument is linear in observables. It is not, however, typically sufficient for

shocks to be iid conditional on observables with an unknown distribution, or for shocks to be clustered

by observable groups. In some settings shocks may themselves be estimated from observed data,

inducing a complex distribution of the feasible instrument (Borusyak et al., 2019). Characterizing

the properties of shock-exposure IVs that use estimated shock assignment processes appears a fruitful

area of future study.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Simulated Log Market Access Growth

A. Connectivity and Market Access
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2.92
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3.1

B. Expected Log Market Access Growth C. Recentered Log Market Access Growth

1.99
2.1
2.42
2.57
2.66

−2
−1
0
1

Notes: This figure illustrates the omitted variables bias problem for a simple shock-exposure instru-
ment discussed in Section 2. Panel A shows a random draw of the railroad construction experiment,
with lines indicating connected regions and shading indicating implied log market access growth. Panel
B shows average log market access growth over many such random draws. The shading in Panel C
indicates the recentered log market access instrument which subtracts the expected instrument in
Panel B from the realized instrument in Panel A, with the lines again indicating realized connectivity.
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Figure 2: Chinese High Speed Rail and Log Market Access Growth

A. Lines Completed by 2003 B. Lines Completed by 2008

C. Lines Completed by 2010 D. Lines Completed by 2012

E. Lines Completed by 2016 F. All Completed or Planned Lines

Notes: Panels A–E of this figure illustrate the growth in high-speed rail in China from 2002-2016.
Panel F illustrates all completed or planned high-speed rail lines as of 2016. Shading in each panel
indicates log market access growth since 2002, computed as described in Section 5.1.
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Figure 3: Chinese Market Access Growth, Employment Growth, and Employment Pre-Trends

A. Log Market Access Growth and Employment Growth

Regression slope: 0.566 (0.249)
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Regression estimate standard errors account for spatial correlation, assuming spatial 
correlation declines linearly up to 500km and is zero for larger distances.

B. Log Market Access Growth and Employment Pre-Trends

Regression slope: 0.103 (0.126)
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Regression estimate standard errors account for spatial correlation, assuming spatial 
correlation declines linearly up to 500km and is zero for larger distances.

Notes: Panel A of this figure shows a binned scatterplot of annualized log employment growth across
306 cities in China, from 2002 to 2016, against annualized log market access growth in the same period.
Panel B shows a binned scatterplot of annualized log employment growth prior to the expansion of
high-speed rail, from 1999 to 2002, against annualized market access growth in 2002-2016. Bins are
constructed as percentiles of log market access growth. Lines of best fit are indicated in red, with
regression coefficients and spatial-clustered standard errors indicated in each panel.
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Figure 4: Expected and Recentered Chinese Market Access Growth

A. Expected Log Market Access Growth

B. Recentered Log Market Access Growth

Notes: Panel A of this figure plots the variation in expected log market access growth from 2002 to
2016 in China, along with the high-speed rail lines constructed during this period. Panel B instead
plots the variation in recentered log market access growth: the difference between the log market
access growth shown in panel E of Figure 2 and panel A of this figure. Expected log market access is
simulated by permuting line opening dates, as described in Section 5.1.
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Figure 5: Expected and Recentered Market Access Growth and Employment Growth and Pre-Trends

A. Expected Log Market Access Growth and Employment Pre-Trends

Regression slope: 0.558 (0.230)
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Regression estimate standard errors account for spatial correlation, assuming spatial 
correlation declines linearly up to 500km and is zero for larger distances.

B. Recentered Log Market Access Growth and Employment Growth

Regression slope: 0.196 (0.287)
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Regression estimate standard errors account for spatial correlation, assuming spatial 
correlation declines linearly up to 500km and is zero for larger distances.

Notes: Panel A of this figure shows a binned scatterplot of annualized log employment growth across
306 cities in China, from 1999 to 2002, against annualized expected log market access growth in 2002
to 2016. Panel B shows a binned scatterplot of annualized log employment growth in 2002 to 2016
against annualized recentered log market access growth in the same period. Bins are constructed
as percentiles of log market access growth. Lines of best fit are indicated in red, with regression
coefficients and spatial-clustered standard errors indicated in each panel. Expected and recentered
log market access are simulated by permuting line opening dates, as described in Section 5.1.
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Figure 6: Simulated Coverage and Power of Alternative Medicaid Eligibility Instruments

A. Takeup (Outcome: Has Medicaid)
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B. Crowd-out (Outcome: Has Private Insurance)
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Notes: This figure plots simulated power curves for different valid instruments for Medicaid eligibility
when 2014 expansion decisions are randomly assigned across states. The data-generating process
comes from the sample and estimates in column 5 of Table 2, for the “has Medicaid” (panel A) and
“has private” (panel B) outcomes, and 500 permutations of actual state expansion decisions. Tests
are based on state-clustered asymptotic standard errors.
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Figure 7: Simulated Coverage and Power of Alternative Shift-Share IV Inference Procedures

A. Many Normal Shocks
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B. Few Normal Shocks C. Many Heavy-Tailed Shocks
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Notes: This figure plots simulated power curves for different shift-share IV inference procedures when
few or heavy-tailed shocks are random assigned across industries. The data-generating process comes
from Autor et al. (2013), as described in Section 5.3.
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Table 1: Corrected Panel Estimates and Confidence Intervals - 50% Exclusion Threshold

Unadjusted
Instrument

Permuted opening
dates

Permuted
construction times

(1) (2) (3)
A. Subtracting off Expected Instrument

Coefficient 0.249 0.088 −0.014
Conventional 95% CI [0.062, 0.436] [-0.101, 0.277] [-0.249, 0.220]
Permutation 95% CI [-0.409, 0.567] [-0.487, 0.321]

B. Controlling for Expected Instrument
Coefficient −0.001 −0.060
Conventional 95% CI [-0.186, 0.185] [-0.291, 0.171]
Permutation 95% CI [-0.452, 0.378] [-0.511, 0.247]

C. Specification Tests
Slope Coefficient 1.002 1.001
Test p-value 0.010 0.066

Mean Difference 0.036 0.012
Test p-value 0.010 0.068

Observations 5,537 5,537

Notes: Panels A and B of this table report OLS estimates of the effect of log market access on log
employment in a panel of 308 Chinese cities over the years 2000 to 2016. Column 1 estimates this
effect with city and year fixed effects; a 95% confidence interval based on spatial-clustered standard
errors is reported in brackets. Columns 2 and 3 of panel A report corresponding estimates and
confidence intervals from regressions on recentered log market access. Expected log market access in
column 2 is simulated by permuting high speed rail opening dates, while expected log market access
in column 3 is simulated by permuting rail construction times. Permutation-based 95% confidence
intervals are also included. Panel B instead controls for expected log market access. Panel C
reports estimates and permutation-based p-values for tests of correct specification in columns 2
and 3. Slope coefficients come from regressions of log market access on expected log market access,
controlling for city and year fixed effects, while mean differences are the average recentered log
market access. Test p-values are computed as described in the text.
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Table 2: Conventional and Shock-Exposure IV Estimates of Medicaid Eligibility Effects

Conventional Estimates SEIV Estimates
OLS

No
Controls

Income
Controls

Simulated
Instrument

IV

Expansion
Instrument

IV
Recentered Controlled Sharp

Sample

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Is Insured 0.052∗∗∗ 0.021∗∗ 0.042∗∗ 0.050∗∗ 0.036 0.039∗∗ 0.059∗∗∗
(0.009) (0.009) (0.021) (0.021) (0.024) (0.017) (0.011)

Has Medicaid 0.056∗∗∗ 0.049∗∗∗ 0.104∗∗∗ 0.109∗∗∗ 0.077∗∗∗ 0.072∗∗∗ 0.085∗∗∗
(0.007) (0.007) (0.016) (0.018) (0.013) (0.012) (0.011)

Has Private −0.002 −0.026∗∗∗ −0.058∗∗∗ −0.055∗∗∗ −0.041∗∗ −0.033∗∗∗ −0.025∗∗∗
(0.004) (0.005) (0.016) (0.016) (0.018) (0.010) (0.006)

Has Other 0.003∗∗∗ −0.001 0.003 0.003 −0.003 −0.001 0.001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.002) (0.002)

First Stage 0.954∗∗∗ 0.211∗∗∗ 0.765∗∗∗ 0.949∗∗∗ 0.969∗∗∗
(0.031) (0.009) (0.134) (0.026) (0.016)

Individuals 2,397,313 2,397,313 2,397,313 2,397,313 2,397,313 2,397,313 421,042
States 43 43 43 43 43 43 43

Notes: This table reports OLS and IV estimates of the effect of Medicaid eligibility in 2014 on different forms
of insurance coverage in 2014. Column 1 estimates a difference-in-differences regression of coverage in 2013 and
2014 on 2014 eligibility, interacted with year, controlling for state and year fixed effects. Column 2 further controls
for a fourth-order polynomial in household income (as a percentage of the federal poverty level) interacted with
year. Column 3 estimates difference-in-differences IV regressions with a simulated instrument, interacted with
year, predicting 2014 eligibility from an individual’s state with a nationally representative sample of individuals
in 2014. This specification also controls for state and year fixed effects and predicted 2014 eligibility main effects.
Columns 5-7 estimate difference-in-differences IV regressions with a shock-exposure instrument, interacted with
year, predicting 2014 eligibility from an individual’s state’s Medicaid expansion decision as described in the text.
These specifications also control for state and year fixed effects and predicted 2014 eligibility main effects. The
instrument in Column 5 adjusts for an individual’s expected eligibility over the state expansion shocks. Column 6
controls for the shock-exposure instrument. Column 7 restricts estimation to observations with a non-degenerate
adjusted instrument. Estimates come from a nationally representative sample of individuals in 43 states that did
not expand Medicaid eligibility as in the ACA prior to 2014. Robust standard errors, clustered by state, are
reported in parentheses. Asterisks denote significance at the 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (***) levels.
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A Appendix Results

A.1 Efficiency Controls

This appendix considers the case where a researcher wishes to include an R × 1 vector of predeter-

mined controls a` (which includes a constant) that absorb some of residual variation in y` to increase

the efficiency of estimating β. Here we show, following Rosenbaum (2002), that our recentered SEIV

estimation and RI results generalize directly to this case. This section also justifies the approach pro-

posed in Section 3.2 of controlling for µ` instead of recentering the instrument by it. We abstract away

from the assignment process parameters θ for clarity but those can be straightforwardly incorporated.

The following result extends Propositions 1, 2, 3, and 4(i) to the case of efficiency controls:

Proposition 6. Suppose g ⊥⊥ (a, ε) | w where a collects the a` = (a`1, . . . , a`r). Let v⊥` denote the

sample projection of a variable v` on a`: i.e., v⊥` = v` − α̂′va` for α̂v =
( 1
L

∑
` a`a

′
`

)− 1
L

∑
` a`v` and

(·)− denoting a generalized inverse of a matrix. Then:

(i) β is identified by E
[ 1
L

∑
` z̃`y

⊥
`

]
/E
[ 1
L

∑
` z̃`x

⊥
`

]
, assuming E

[ 1
L

∑
` z̃`x

⊥
`

]
6= 0;

(ii) The randomization test based on the statistic T = 1
L

∑
` z`
(
y⊥` − bx⊥`

)
is valid;

(iii) The Hodges-Lehmann estimator induced by this RI statistic is the recentered SEIV estimator of

y` on x` instrumented by z̃` and with the a` controls, β̃⊥ = 1
L

∑
` z̃`y

⊥
` /

1
L

∑
` z̃`x

⊥
` ;

(iv) Recentering the instrument does not affect the estimator when µ` is included in a`.

(v) β̂⊥
p→ β if Assumptions 3–6 hold, E

[
a2
`r | w

]
≤ Ba almost surely for all ` and r = 1, . . . , R,

1
L

∑
` a`a

′
` is almost surely invertible (such that α̂v is unique),α̂x = Op(1), and α̂ε = Op(1).

Proof: See Appendix C.6.

The independence condition of the corollary is automatically satisfied when a is non-random condi-

tionally on w. The first two parts of the lemma exploit the fact that ε⊥ is constructed from ε and

a, both conditionally independent of g. The third part directly follows Rosenbaum’s (2002) result

on covariate adjustment in randomization inference. It is a consequence of the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell

theorem: an IV estimator with controls can be represented as the bivariate IV estimator for y` and x`
residualized on the controls but with the original instrument z̃`. The last part of the lemma restates

the fact that recentering by µ` is not necessary when y` and x` have been residualized on it.

A.2 Multiple Instruments or Treatments

In progress.

A.3 Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

This appendix extends the classic result of local average treatment effect identification (Imbens and

Angrist, 1994) to the SEIV setting, deriving an appropriate first-stage monotonicity condition under
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which recentered SEIV regressions estimate a weighted average of heterogeneous effects. In place of the

linear structural equation (2) we suppose outcomes are given by an unrestricted model y` = y`(x`, ε)

of treatment x` and a set of unobservables ε. For notational simplicity we assume x` is continuous and

of full support, with y`(x, ε) differentiable in x (these are each straightforward to relax). Treatment

effects β`(x, ε) = ∂
∂xy`(x, ε) are then unrestricted across ` and ε, and we have the following result:

Proposition 7. Suppose Assumption 1 holds and Pr(x` ≥ x | z` = z, ε, w) is almost surely weakly

increasing in z for each x. Then the estimand of the recentered SEIV is

E
[ 1
L

∑
`(z` − µ`)y`

]
E
[ 1
L

∑
`(z` − µ`)x`

] = E

[
1
L

∑
`

∫
β`(x, ε)ω`(x, ε)dx

]
, (18)

where ω`(x, ε) gives a convex weighting: ω`(x, ε) ≥ 0 almost-surely and E
[ 1
L

∑
`

∫
ω`(x, ε)dx

]
= 1.

Proof. See Appendix C.7.

In the conventional IV setting, where each observation is assigned its own as-good-as-random shock

z`, one typically defines a triangular system of y` = y(x`, ε`) and x` = x(z`, η`) where z` ⊥⊥ (ε`, η`)

by quasi-random assignment. A linear IV regression then identifies a proper weighted average of

treatment effects β`(x, ε) when x(z, η`) is almost surely weakly increasing in z (Angrist et al., 2000).

The monotonicity condition in Proposition 8 generalizes this to settings where a set of shocks g affect

many observations of z` and x` jointly, where a causal first stage of x` = x(z`, η`) need not exist.

For example in the linear shift share case of z` =
∑
n w`ngn we may suppose x` =

∑
n π`ngn + η` for

unobserved (π, η) ⊥⊥g | w. Proposition 8 shows that the recentered SEIV regression remains causal in

this case provided x` is stochastically increasing in z` conditional on ε and w. The weights ω`(x, ε) are

shown in Appendix C.7 to be proportional to the conditional-on-(ε, w) covariance of z̃` and 1[x` > x],

so that more weight is given to treatment effects β`(x, ε) at margins x with a larger first stage response

given ε and w. In the shift-share case, such monotonicity holds when the w`n and π`n are almost-surely

non-negative and the gn are mutually independent (Borusyak et al., 2019).

We note that SEIV inference may be challenging when treatment effects vary. For the so-called

“strong null” of β`(x, ε) = 0, almost surely, the randomization-based tests in Section 3.3 still apply,

but may reject under the “weak null” of no average effect (i.e. that the estimand in Proposition is

zero). Inverting RI tests to form confidence intervals for β is also no longer sensible with heterogeneous

effects. This issue is not specific to RI, as asymptotic inference may also be challenging in this case.

For example in the linear shift-share setting, Adão et al. (2019b) derive a necessary central limit

theorem only for a reduced-form estimator z̃′y/z̃′x, under strong conditions. We view this challenge

as a potentially fruitful area for future research.
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A.4 Consistency with Permutations

This appendix considers a setting where the distribution of the shocks is known conditionally on wc =

(w,Π(g)) where w is some set of predetermined variables and Π(g) is some function Π(g) of shocks, such

as the permutation class (with all or within-cluster permutations). One may therefore consider two

expected instruments: µu` = E [f` (g, w) | w] and µc` = E [f` (g, w) | wc], with corresponding recentered

instruments z̃u` and z̃c` . Here u and c stand for “unconditional” and “conditional” on Π(g), respectively.

Similarly, assumptions from the main text can be invoked in two different ways; we will adopt the

convention that Assumption 3c is Assumption 3 with w replaced by wc, and similarly for other

assumptions.

We then establish consistency of the feasible conditional estimator β̂c =
1
L

∑
`
(z`−µc`)y`

1
L

∑
`
(z`−µc`)x`

with As-

sumption 6 instead of 6c. The problem this proposition solves is that conditioning on Π(g) creates

dependencies across shock components, making Cov [z̃`, z̃m | wc] more difficult to bound; for example

Corollaries 2 and 3 are not useful conditionally on wc. We show that when Assumption 6 can be

verified, consistency still follows under several regularity conditions. For simplicity we work with the

stronger notion of shock exogeneity from Assumption 1.

Proposition 8. Suppose Assumptions 1, 3c, 4c, 5, and 6 hold. Then the feasible conditional estimator

is consistent:

β̂c =
1
L

∑
` (z` − µc`) y`

1
L

∑
` (z` − µc`)x`

p→ β.

Proof. See Appendix C.8.

A.5 Assignment Processes with Unknown Parameters

This appendix considers the case where the shock assignment process is known up to a finite-

dimensional vector of parameters θ. For example, instead of assuming that each railroad line in

a transportation plan has an equal chance of being opened by a given date, a researcher may model

the probability of line completion as a logistic function of the line length with an unknown coefficient

θ. Similarly, instead of assuming that some industry shocks (e.g., to productivity) are fully exchange-

able one may allow for parameterized heteroskedasticity: larger industries, for example, may have less

dispersed shocks than small industries. We propose a plug-in estimator for the structural parameter β

in which θ is first estimated and then used for SEIV recentering. We then adapt the Berger and Boos

(1994) approach to inference with nuisance parameters to build conservative finite-sample confidence

intervals for β.

We consider extensions of Assumption 3 where the distribution of g | w is given by by a known

function G (g;w, θ) of unknown θ. For example, one may assume conditionally independent binary

shocks gn with Pr (gn = 1 | w, θ) = Λ (r′nθ) for a K× 1 vector of shock-level observables rn (including

a constant) included in w, where Λ (·) = exp(·)
1+exp(·) is the logistic function. In this class of models,
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θ can be estimated from (g, w) by maximum likelihood (MLE), which is consistent under standard

conditions, although other estimators may also be available. Given an estimate θ̂ a recentered SEIV

instrument ẑ` = z` − µ`
(
θ̂, w

)
can be measured, for µ` (θ, w) = Eθ [z` | w] ≡

∫
f`(g, w)dG(g;w, θ).

We establish the conditions for large-sample consistency for this plug-in estimator for β below.

Valid, but likely quite conservative confidence intervals for β in such cases can be obtained by a

simple extension of the previous randomization inference procedure. Given a value of θ, the random-

ization test for β = b of Proposition 2 applies. Thus using the maximum p-value of this test across all

possible values of θ yields a conservative test for β (with a corresponding confidence interval).40 How-

ever, these confidence intervals are likely to be quite wide: even if the observed g is very informative

about the precise value of θ, this test still searches through values very far from θ̂.

We propose an alternative two-step approach following Berger and Boos (1994) that is likely to be

much less conservative but still valid (see Ding et al. (2017) for another application of this idea to RI).

In the first step, a confidence interval CIθ for θ with coverage 1−γ is constructed for some γ ∈ (0, α);

Berger and Boos (1994) recommend γ = 0.001. Such tests are easy to build since the distribution of

g is fully specified given θ; thus an exact RI-based confidence interval for θ can be constructed from

any statistic S = S(g;w, θ) by rerandomizing g according to G(·;w, θ). As usual, the choice of S

determines the power of the test and the length of the confidence interval. We propose a statistic that

corresponds to the score test, S = ∂
∂θ logG(g;w, θ), since the Hodges-Lehmann estimator induced by

it is the MLE.41 For vector-valued θ, S can be converted to a scalar LM statistic S′Eθ0 [SS′ | w]−1
S;

a value θ0 is rejected if the LM statistic is in the right tail of its distribution. In the second step, the

maximum p-value of the Proposition 2 test is taken across θ0 ∈ CIθ only—a much smaller set in large

samples than the entire parameter set used in the more conservative procedure. The p-value of the

Berger and Boos (1994) test is the obtained maximum plus γ. A value of β is therefore rejected at

significance level α if it is rejected under all θ0 ∈ CIθ with significance α− γ.

The following proposition establishes the conditions for the plug-in estimator consistency and

derives an exact confidence interval for θ using the Berger and Boos (1994) approach.

Proposition 9.

(i) Suppose Assumptions 1 and 3 hold, θ̂ is consistent for θ, µ` (θ0, w) is differentiable with respect to

θ0, and ∂µ`
∂θ is uniformly bounded. Then the plug-in recentered SEIV estimator with instrument ẑ` is

consistent.

(ii) Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Let pβ(β; θ0) be the p-value of the randomization test of Proposition

2 for a given value of θ0 and let CIθ denote a confidence interval for θ such that Pr (θ ∈ CIθ) ≥ 1−γ

for γ < α. Construct CIβ = {b ∈ R : maxθ0∈CIθ pβ (β, θ0) + γ ≤ α}. Then CIβ is conservative for
40An equivalent view on this procedure is to test joint hypotheses β = b and θ = θ0 using the test of Proposition 2

and then project the resulting confidence interval on the space of β.
41This follows because ∂

∂θ
logG(g;w, θ̂MLE) = 0 = Eθ

[
∂
∂θ

logG (g∗;w, θ)
]
for the MLE estimator θ̂MLE and g∗

randomly drawn from G.
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β, i.e. Pr (β ∈ CIβ) ≤ α.

Proof. See Appendix C.9 for part (i). Part (ii) follows directly from Berger and Boos (1994).

Five remarks are due. First, while the Berger and Boos (1994) test is conservative in finite samples

only when CIθ is, using an asymptotic confidence interval for θ will generally yield an asymptotically

conservative interval for β. This simplifies computation: constructing the conventional Wald confi-

dence interval for the MLE estimator of θ is much easier than inverting the score-based randomization

test. Second, in some cases even simpler RI confidence intervals for β which plug in the estimate of θ̂

as if it was known are asymptotically correct (Shaikh and Toulis, 2019), although general conditions

for this are unknown. Third, as discussed in Berger and Boos (1994), in some cases the nuisance pa-

rameter θ can be eliminated by using sufficient statistics which also yields a simpler exact confidence

interval. In the above binary shocks example, if rn captures a saturated set of dummy variables then

elements of g are exchangeable within the clusters corresponding to them and it is not necessary to

know or estimate θ. 42 Fourth, for a consistent θ̂, including µ`
(
θ̂, w

)
as a linear control (with an

additional coefficient in front of it) may produce a consistent estimator of β, as long as the slope of the

auxiliary regression of z` on µ`
(
θ̂, w

)
converges. This is because Cov [z`, µ` (θ, w)] = Var [µ` (θ, w)]

by definition of µ` (θ, w), such that the slope coefficient will converge to one and the regression will

asymptotically use the recentered z̃` as an instrument (by the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem).43

Finally, a closely related way to incorporate θ is by assuming that some one-to-one transformation

of shocks g̃ = h (g;w, θ) has a known nuisance parameter-free distribution conditionally on w (with w

that may itself depend on θ, such as when it includes permutation classes of g̃). An intuitive case is

when g̃n = (gn − ρn(θ, w))/σn(θ, w) is exchangeable, after recentering and rescaling shocks according

to a parametric model; here the conditional distribution of g̃ over its permutation class is uniform.

Again, RI yields exact permutation-based confidence intervals for θ as well as corresponding Hodges-

Lehmann estimators θ̂, and the Berger and Boos (1994) approach yields a conservative confidence

interval for β. We discuss the choice of powerful randomization statistics next.

Suppose first that g̃n = gn − ρn (θ, w) is exchangeable across n. Here the expression for the mean

ρn (θ, w) does not include an unknown constant because a constant is redundant: g̃n is exchangeable if

and only if g̃n− ζ is exchangeable for constant ζ. To estimate θ, one may consider the nonlinear least

squares estimator of θ from a model gn = ζ + ρn (θ, w) + un, which is consistent as N grows under

standard assumptions given conditionally mutually independent un. It is then straightforward to

verify that this is the Hodges-Lehmann estimator corresponding to the RI statistic Tθ = 1
N

∑
n g̃n

∂ρn
∂θ .

Therefore, one may use this statistic to construct an exact confidence interval for θ. In the second
42Rosenbaum (1984) shows how this idea can be extended in the logit model with arbitrary discrete observables rn.

He exploits the property of logit that, regardless of θ, G (g | w) is the same for any binary vector g that yields the same
vector

∑
n
gnrn.

43At the same time, including µ` (θ, w) as a nonlinear control and jointly estimating (β, θ) will not generally work
because there is no appropriate Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem for nonlinear IV.
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step, the expected instrument given θ is constructed by the following simulation: g̃n are randomly

permuted to get g̃∗n and g∗n = ρn (θ, w) + g̃∗n is then used in constructing z∗` = f`

(
(g∗n)Nn=1 , w

)
.

The second case is heteroskedasticity, and for simplicity we assume that shocks are known to

have a constant mean. One may therefore be willing to assume that g̃n = gn/σn (θ, w) is exchange-

able; in this case a multiplicative constant is redundant in the formulation of the shock conditional

variance, ζσ2
n(θ, w). As usual, a variety of RI statistics can be used, and one reasonable choice is

Tθ = 1
N

∑
n g̃

2
nσ

2
n
∂σ2

n

∂θ as it induces the Hodges-Lehmann estimator that corresponds to the moment

of nonlinear least squares estimation for the model g2
n = ζ2σ2

n (θ, w) + un.44 With an estimate of θ,

recentering is performed by permuting g̃∗n and simulating gn = g̃∗nσn

(
θ̂, w

)
, and the Berger and Boos

(1994) confidence interval for β is obtained similarly.

A.6 Theory-Consistent Nonlinear Shift-Share Instruments

In progress.

B Data Appendix

B.1 Section 5.1

In progress.

B.2 Section 5.2

In progress.

B.3 Section 5.3

In progress.

44To be precise, the Hodges-Lehmann estimator solves
∑

n

(
g2
n − ζ2σ2

n

)
∂σ2
n

∂θ
= 0 for ζ2 = 1

N

∑
n
g2
n/σ

2
n. This

estimator is consistent for θ when un are conditionally mutually independent and under standard regularity conditions.
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C Proofs of Propositions

C.1 Proof of Proposition 1

For the recentered SEIV regression,

E

[
1
L

∑
`

z̃`ε`

]
= E

[
1
L

∑
`

z̃`E [ε` | g, w]
]

= E

[
1
L

∑
`

z̃`E [ε` | w]
]

= E

[
1
L

∑
`

E [z̃` | w]E [ε` | w]
]

= 0. (19)

The first and third equalities follow from the law of iterated expectations. The second equality follows

from Assumption 2, and the final equality follows from the fact that E [z̃` | w] = 0.

The alternative approach that regression-adjusts by µ` while using the uncentered z` as an instru-

ment identifies β when

E

[
1
L

∑
`

z`ε
⊥
`

]
= E

[
1
L

∑
`

z`y
⊥
`

]
− β · E

[
1
L

∑
`

z`x
⊥
`

]
= 0, (20)

by the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem. Here E
[ 1
L

∑
` z`ε

⊥
`

]
= E

[ 1
L

∑
`(z` − µ`)ε⊥`

]
since 1

L

∑
` µ`ε

⊥
` =

0 by construction. Moreover, in matrix form,

E
[
ε⊥ | g, w

]
= (I − Pµ)E [ε | g, w]

= (I − Pµ)E [ε | w]

= E
[
ε⊥ | w

]
, (21)

where Pµ denotes the sample projection matrix for µ` and a constant (which is fixed conditional on

w). Following the same steps as before, we thus have

E

[
1
L

∑
`

z`ε
⊥
`

]
= E

[
1
L

∑
`

(z` − µ`)E
[
ε⊥` | g, w

]]

= E

[
1
L

∑
`

E [z̃` | w]E
[
ε⊥` | w

]]

= 0, (22)
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showing that the alternative µ`-controlled regression also identifies β.

C.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Suppose the null β = b holds. The acceptance region R =
[
Tα/2, T1−α/2

]
is non-stochastic condition-

ally on (ε, w). Thus

Pr (T ∗ ∈ R | ε, w) = Pr (T ∗ ∈ R | y, x, w) ≥ 1− α (23)

by construction, with equality if T ∗ | (ε, w) is continuous.

By Assumption 1, the distribution g | (ε, w) is the same as g | w, which in turn is the same as the

distribution of g∗ | (ε, w) as g∗ ⊥⊥ ε | w. Therefore, conditionally on (ε, w), T and T ∗ have the same

distribution, yielding

Pr (T ∈ R | ε, w) = Pr (T ∗ ∈ R | ε, w) ≥ 1− α. (24)

C.3 Proof of Proposition 3

The Hodges-Lehmann estimator of interest solves:

1
L

∑
`

f` (g, w) (y` − bx`) = E

[
1
L

∑
`

f` (g∗, w) (y` − bx`) | w, y, x
]

= 1
L

∑
`

µ` (y` − bx`) , (25)

since g∗ ∼ G (· | w) | (y, x, w). This linear equation has a unique solution:

β̂ =
1
L

∑
` (f`(g, w)− µ`) y`

1
L

∑
` (f`(g, w)− µ`)x`

, (26)

which coincides with the recentered SEIV estimator.

For the statistic that uses the µ`-residualized outcome and treatment the result follows similarly:

1
L

∑
`

f` (g, w)
(
y⊥` − bx⊥`

)
= E

[
1
L

∑
`

f` (g∗, w)
(
y⊥` − bx⊥`

)
| w, y, x

]

= 1
L

∑
`

µ`
(
y⊥` − bx⊥`

)
. (27)

The resulting estimator
1
L

∑
`
(f`(g,w)−µ`)y⊥

`

1
L

∑
`
(f`(g,w)−µ`)x⊥

`

=
1
L

∑
`
f`(g,w)y⊥

`

1
L

∑
`
f`(g,w)x⊥

`

equals the SEIV estimator with the

instrument z` and controlling for µ`, as in the Appendix C.1 proof.
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C.4 Proof of Proposition 4

Proof of β̂ consistency. We have

β̃ − β =
1
L

∑
` z̃`ε`

1
L

∑
` z̃`x`

=
1
L

∑
` z̃`ε`

M
(1 + op(1)) (28)

since 1
L

∑
` z̃`x`

p−→ M . Here E
[ 1
L

∑
` z̃`ε`

]
= 0; moreover by conditional independence of g and the

Cauchy-Schwartz inequality

Var
[

1
L

∑
`

z̃`ε`

]
= E

( 1
L

∑
`

z̃`ε`

)2


= 1
L2

∑
`,m

E [z̃`z̃mε`εm]

= 1
L2

∑
`,m

E [E [z̃`z̃m | w]E [ε`εm | w]]

≤ 1
L2

∑
`,m

E
[
|E [z̃`z̃m | w]|

√
E [ε2

` | w]E [ε2
m | w]

]

≤ BE

 1
L2

∑
`,m

|Cov [z̃`, z̃m | w]|

→ 0 (29)

Thus 1
L

∑
` z̃`ε`

p−→ 0, and β̃ p−→ β.

Proof of RI test consistency. Assumption 1 is stronger than the shock exogeneity assumptions

of part (i), hence 1
L

∑
` z̃`ε`

p→ 0. Note that

T = 1
L

∑
`

z̃`(y` − bx`) = 1
L

∑
`

z̃`ε` + (β − b) 1
L

∑
`

z̃`x`

p→ (β − b)M 6= 0.

A sufficient condition for test consistency is then that 1
L

∑
` z̃
∗
` (y` − bx`)

p→ 0 for z̃∗` = f` (g∗, w)− µ`.

For any b,

E

[
1
L

∑
`

z̃∗` (y` − bx`)
]

= E

[
1
L

∑
`

E [z̃∗` (y` − bx`) | w]
]

= E

[
1
L

∑
`

E [z̃∗` | w]E [y` − bx` | w`]
]

= 0
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by the definition of z̃∗` and the law of iterated expectations. Furthermore,

Var
[

1
L

∑
`

z̃∗` (y` − bx`)
]

= E

( 1
L

∑
`

z̃∗` (y` − bx`)
)2


= 1
L2

∑
`,m

E [z̃∗` z̃∗m (y` − bx`) (ym − bxm)]

= 1
L2

∑
`,m

E [E [z̃∗` z̃∗m | w]E [(y` − bx`) (ym − bxm) | w]]

≤ 1
L2

∑
`,m

E

[
|E [z̃∗` z̃∗m | w]|

√
E
[
(y` − bx`)2 | w

]
E
[
(ym − bxm)2 | w

]]

≤ C(b)E

 1
L2

∑
`,m

|Cov [z̃`, z̃m | w]|

→ 0,

where the last line because the distributions of z∗ and z are the same conditionally on w and for C(b)

such that E
[
(y` − bx`)2 | w

]
≤ C(b) uniformly across w and `. Such a bound is constructed from

E
[
(y` − bx`)2 | w

]
= E

[
ε2
` + 2 (β − b)x`ε` + (β − b)2

x2
` | w

]
≤ B + 2 |β − b| · |E [x`ε` | w]|+ (β − b)2 E

[
x2
` | w

]
using the bounds for E [x`ε` | w] and E

[
x2
` | w

]
.

Proof of Lemma 2(i). For the first statement of the lemma, we have

1
L2

∑
`,m

E

 1
L2

∑
`,m

|Cov [z̃`, z̃m | w]|

 =
∑
`,m

E

 1
L2

∑
`,m

Cov [z̃`, z̃m | w]


= E

[
Var

[
1
L

∑
`

z̃` | w

]]

= Var
[

1
L

∑
`

z̃`

]
→ 0,

where the first line uses Cov [z̃`, z̃m | w] ≥ 0 a.s., the second line rearranges the terms, and the third

line follows by the law of total variance because E
[ 1
L

∑
` z̃` | w

]
= 0.

For the second statement, we first establish two general lemmas.

Lemma 3. If h : RN → R is monotone and random variables g1, . . . , gN are independent, then for any

k ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1} the conditional expectation E [h (g1, . . . , gN | g1, . . . gk)] is monotone as

well.

Proof: Denote the cumulative distribution function of gn byGn(·) and consider g′ = (g′1, . . . , g′k, gk+1, . . . , gN ),
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with g′n ≥ gn for n ≤ k. Then h (g′) ≥ h (g) by monotonicity. Therefore,

E [h (g′ | g1, . . . gk)] =
∫
· · ·
∫
h (g)′ dGk+1(gk+1) . . . dGN (gN )

≥
∫
· · ·
∫
h (g) dGk+1(gk+1) . . . dGN (gN )

= E [h(g | g1, . . . gk)] ,

as required.

Lemma 4. For any monotone h1, h2 : RN → R, Cov [h1 (g) , h2 (g)] ≥ 0 for g = (g1, . . . , gn) with

independent components.

Proof: For N = 1 this is well known. For N > 1 we prove that by induction. Suppose it is true

for N − 1. Then by the law of total covariance

Cov [h1 (g) , h2 (g)] = E [Cov [h1(g), h2(g) | g1]] + Cov [E [h1(g) | g1] ,E [h2(g) | g1]] .

The first term is the expectation of a covariance between two monotone functions of N −1

variables, where monotonicity follows by Lemma 3. The second term, again by Lemma 3,

is a covariance of two monotone functions of random scalars. Thus both of the terms are

non-negative.

Applying Lemma 4 to z̃` = f` (g, w) − µ` (w) and z̃m = fm (g, w) − µm (w) and conditioning on w

everywhere, we obtain the second result of Lemma 2(i).

Proof of Lemma 2(ii). Suppose E
[
z̃2
` | w

]
≤ BZ a.s. for all `. For ` andm such that 1 [G` ∩Gm = ∅],

z̃` ⊥⊥ z̃m | w because f` and fm are functions of two non-overlapping subvectors of g, the components

of which are conditionally independent. Thus Cov [z̃`, z̃m | w] = 0 a.s. for such (`,m) pairs. We

therefore obtain

1
L2

∑
`,m

E

 1
L2

∑
`,m

|Cov [z̃`, z̃m | w]|

 = 1
L2

∑
`,m

1 [G` ∩Gm 6= ∅]E

∑
`,m

|Cov [z̃`, z̃m | w]|


≤ 1
L2

∑
`,m

1 [G` ∩Gm 6= ∅]E
[√

Var [z̃` | w] Var [z̃m | w]
]

≤ BZ ·
1
L2

∑
`,m

1 [G` ∩Gm 6= ∅]→ 0.
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C.5 Proof of Proposition 5

Since, under the assumptions,

Var
[
kLβ̌

]
= k2

LVar [ž′ε]
E [ž′x]2

(1 + o(1)) (30)

for any β̌ induced by a ž in this class, the proof follows from showing that Var [z̃′ε] /E [z̃′x]2 ≤

Var [ž′ε] /E [ž′x]2. First note that by the law of iterated expectations and Assumption 2,

E [ž′εε′z̃] = E [E [ž′εε′z̃ | g, w]]

= E [ž′ (E [x | g, w]− E [x | w])]

= E [ž′E [x | g, w]]

= E [ž′x] , (31)

where the third line uses the fact that E [ž′E [x | w]] = E [E [ž′ | w]E [x | w]] = 0 since E [ž′ | w] = 0,

and the fourth line follows because ž is non-stochastic given g and w. For ž = z̃, this shows that the

limiting variance of β̃∗ is

k2
LVar [z̃′ε]
E [z̃′x]2

= k2
LVar [z̃′ε]−1 = k2

LE [z̃′x]−1 (32)

= k2
LE
[
(E [x | g, w]− E [x | w])′ E [εε′ | g, w]−1 (E [x | g, w]− E [x | w])

]−1
. (33)

It also shows that with

U = ž′ε

E [ž′x] −
z̃′ε.

E [z̃′x] (34)

we have

Var [ž′ε]
E [ž′x]2

− Var [z̃′ε]
E [z̃′x]2

= Var [ž′ε]
E [ž′x]2

− 2 E [ž′εε′z̃]
E [ž′x]E [z̃′x] + Var [z̃′ε]

E [z̃′x]2

= E
[
U2]

≥ 0.

C.6 Proof of Proposition 6

For part (i) observe that g ⊥⊥ ε⊥ | w because g ⊥⊥ (a, ε) | w. Therefore, E
[ 1
L

∑
` z̃`ε

⊥
`

]
= 0 by the

law of iterated expectations, yielding identification. (A proof under a weaker exogeneity assumption

E [ε` | g, a, w] = E [ε` | a,w] can be constructed along the lines of Proposition 1, see equation (21)).

Part (ii) follows because under the null the distribution of g | ε⊥, w is the same as g | w, by
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independence established in part (i).

Part (iii) is analogous to the proof of Proposition 3 for the µ`-controlled regression, see Appendix

C.3.

Part (iv) follows from the fact that for any variable v`, 1
L

∑
` z`v

⊥
` = 1

L

∑
` z̃`v

⊥
` because 1

L

∑
` µ`v

⊥
` =

0 by the properties of projection.

Finally, for part (v) we write β̃⊥ − β = 1
L

∑
` ε
⊥
` z̃`/

1
L

∑
` x
⊥
` z̃`. We first show that the numerator

converges to zero in probability. We have:

1
L

∑
`

ε⊥` z̃` = 1
L

∑
`

ε`z̃` − α̂′ε

(
1
L

∑
`

a`z̃`

)
.

By Proposition 4(i), 1
L

∑
` ε`z̃` = op(1). Moreover, using E

[
a2
`r | w

]
≤ Ba, g ⊥⊥ a | w, and Assumption

6 and applying the proof of Proposition 4(i) with a`r in place of ε` yields 1
L

∑
` a`r z̃` = op(1) for each

r = 1, . . . , R. Since α̂ε = Op(1), we have 1
L

∑
` ε
⊥
` z̃` = op(1).

A similar argument implies that the first stage of β̃⊥ converges to M 6= 0:

1
L

∑
`

x⊥` z̃` = 1
L

∑
`

x`z̃` − α̂′x

(
1
L

∑
`

a`z̃`

)
,

where 1
L

∑
` x`z̃` = M + op(1) by Assumption 4 and α̂x = Op(1). Therefore, β̃⊥

p→ β.

C.7 Proof of Proposition 7

Letting κ`(ε) = limx→−∞ y`(x, ε), we have y` = κ`(ε) +
∫ x`
−∞ β`(x, ε)dx. Note that E [z̃`κ`(ε)] =

E [E [z̃`κ`(ε) | w]] = 0 by the law of iterated expectations and Assumption 1. Thus,

E [z̃`y`] = E
[
z̃`

∫ x`

−∞
β`(x, ε)dx

]
= E

[
E
[∫ x`

−∞
β`(x, ε)z̃`dx | ε, w

]]
= E

[
E
[∫ ∞
−∞

β`(x, ε)z̃`1 [x` ≥ x] dx | ε, w
]]

= E
[∫ ∞
−∞

β` (x, ε)φ`(x, ε)dx
]

(35)

where φ`(x, ε) = E [z̃`1 [x` ≥ x] | ε, w], again by the law of iterated expectations. By similar steps we

can write E [z̃`x`] = E
[∫∞
−∞ φ`(x, ε)dx

]
. Note that

φ`(x, ε) = E [z̃`E [1 [x` ≥ x | z`, ε, w]] | ε, w]

= Cov [z̃`, P r (x` ≥ x | z`, ε, w) | ε, w] , (36)
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yet again by the law of iterated expectations and the fact that E [z̃` | ε, w] = 0 under Assumption 1.

Thus when Pr (x` ≥ x | z` = z, ε, w) is weakly increasing in z almost-surely, φ`(x, ε) ≥ 0 almost-surely

and

E
[ 1
L

∑
` z̃`y`

]
E
[ 1
L

∑
` z̃`x`

] = E

[
1
L

∑
`

∫ ∞
−∞

β` (x, ε)ω`(x, ε)dx
]
, (37)

where

ω`(x, ε) = φ`(x, ε)
E
[

1
L

∑
`

∫∞
−∞ φ`(x, ε)dx

] (38)

gives a convex weighting scheme satisfying ω`(x, ε) ≥ 0 almost-surely and E
[

1
L

∑
`

∫∞
−∞ ω`(x, ε)dx

]
=

1.

C.8 Proof of Proposition 8

The denominator of β̂c−β =
1
L

∑
`
(z`−µc`)ε`

1
L

∑
`
(z`−µc`)x`

converges toM 6= 0 by Assumption 4c, so we focus on the

numerator. Because Π(g) is a function of g, Assumption 1 implies Assumption 1c (g ⊥⊥ ε | (w,Π(g))),

so E
[ 1
L

∑
` (z` − µc`) ε` | wc

]
= 0 by the law of iterated expectations. Consider the variance now,

conditionally on w:

Var
[

1
L

∑
`

(z` − µc`) ε` | w
]

= E

[
Var

[
1
L

∑
`

(z` − µc`) ε` | wc

]
| w

]
a.s.
≤ E

[
Var

[
1
L

∑
`

(z` − µc`) ε` + 1
L

∑
`

(µc` − µu` ) ε` | wc

]
| w

]

= E

[
Var

[
1
L

∑
`

(z` − µu` ) ε` | wc

]
| w

]
a.s.
≤ Var

[
1
L

∑
`

(z` − µu` ) ε` | w
]

a.s.
≤ B · E

 1
L2

∑
`,m

|Cov [z`, zm | w]| | w

 p→ 0 a.s. (39)
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Here the first line follows by the law of total variance since the conditional expectation is zero. The

second line follows because

Cov
[

1
L

∑
`

(z` − µc`) ε`,
1
L

∑
m

(µcm − µum) ε` | wc

]
= E

[
1
L

∑
`

(z` − µc`) ε` ·
1
L

∑
m

(µcm − µum) ε` | wc

]

= 1
L2

∑
`,m

E [(z` − µc`) ε`εm | wc] · (µum − µcm)

= 1
L2

∑
`,m

E [z` − µc` | wc] · E [ε`εm | wc] (µcm − µum)

= 0.

When two random variables are uncorrelated, the variance of the sum exceeds the variance of one.

The fourth line of (39) again follows by the law of total variance, specifically that

E

[
Var

[
1
L

∑
`

(z` − µu` ) ε` | wc

]
| w

]

= Var
[

1
L

∑
`

(z` − µu` ) ε` | w
]
−Var

[
E

[
1
L

∑
`

(z` − µu` ) ε` | wc

]
| w

]

≤ Var
[

1
L

∑
`

(z` − µu` ) ε` | w
]
.

Finally, the last line of (39) directly follows from the proof of Proposition 4 (equation (29), condition-

ally on w) using Assumptions 1, 5, and 6.

Since E
[ 1
L

∑
` (z` − µc`) ε` | w

]
= 0, (39) implies the unconditional Var

[ 1
L

∑
` (z` − µc`) ε`

]
con-

verges to zero as well, yielding consistency of β̂c.

C.9 Proof of Proposition 9

In progress.
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Appendix Figures and Tables

Figure A1: Chinese Log Market Access and Rail Ridership Growth

Regression slope: 0.594 (0.341)
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Log Market Access Growth, 2002-2014 (annualized)

Regression estimate standard errors account for spatial correlation, assuming spatial 
correlation declines linearly up to 500km and is zero for larger distances.

Notes: This figure shows a binned scatterplot of annualized log rail ridership across 306 cities in
China, from 2002 to 2014, against annualized log market access growth in the same period. Bins
are constructed as percentiles of market access growth. Lines of best fit are indicated in red, with
regression coefficients and spatial-clustered standard errors indicated in each panel.
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Figure A2: Expected and Recentered Chinese Log Market Access Growth, Permuted Construction Times

A. Expected Instrument

B. Recentered Instrument

Notes: Panel A of this figure plots the variation in expected log market access growth from 2002 to
2016 in China, along with the high-speed rail lines constructed during this period. Panel B instead
plots the variation in the recentered log market access instrument: the difference between the market
access growth shown in panel E of Figure 2 and panel A of this figure. Expected market access is
simulated by permuting line construction time, as described in Section 5.1.
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Figure A3: Recentered Log Market Access Growth and Employment Pre-Trends

A. Permuted Opening Dates

Regression slope: -0.089 (0.120)
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Adjusted Log Market Access Growth, 2002-2016 (annualized)

Regression estimate standard errors account for spatial correlation, assuming spatial 
correlation declines linearly up to 500km and is zero for larger distances.

B. Permuted Construction Times

Regression slope: 0.096 (0.148)
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Adjusted Log Market Access Growth, 2002-2016 (annualized)

Regression estimate standard errors account for spatial correlation, assuming spatial 
correlation declines linearly up to 500km and is zero for larger distances.

Notes: This figure shows binned scatterplots of annualized log employment growth across 306 cities
in China, from 1999 to 2002, against annualized recentered log market access growth in 2002 to
2016. Panel A simulates the expected instrument correction by permuting line opening dates, while
Panel B simulates the expected instrument correction by permuting line construction time. Bins are
constructed as percentiles of recentered log market access growth. Lines of best fit are indicated in
red, with regression coefficients and spatial-clustered standard errors indicated in each panel.
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Figure A4: Expected and Recentered Market Access Growth and Employment, Permuted Construction Times

A. Expected Log Market Access Growth and Employment Pre-Trends

Regression slope: 0.094 (0.137)
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Expected Log Market Access Growth, 2002-2016 (annualized)

Regression estimate standard errors account for spatial correlation, assuming spatial 
correlation declines linearly up to 500km and is zero for larger distances.

B. Recentered Log Market Access Growth and Employment Growth

Regression slope: -0.085 (0.446)
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Adjusted Log Market Access Growth, 2002-2016 (annualized)

Regression estimate standard errors account for spatial correlation, assuming spatial 
correlation declines linearly up to 500km and is zero for larger distances.

Notes: Panel A of this figure shows a binned scatterplot of annualized log employment growth across
306 cities in China, from 1999 to 2002, against annualized log expected market access growth in 2002
to 2016. Panel B shows a binned scatterplot of annualized log employment growth in 2002 to 2016
against annualized recentered log market access growth in the same period. Bins are constructed
as percentiles of log market access growth. Lines of best fit are indicated in red, with regression
coefficients and spatial-clustered standard errors indicated in each panel. Expected and recentered
market access are simulated by permuting line construction times, as described in Section 5.1.
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Table A1: Log GDP Corrected Panel Estimates and Confidence Intervals - 50% Exclusion
Threshold

Unadjusted
Instrument

Permuted opening
dates

Permuted
construction times

(1) (2) (3)
A. Subtracting off Expected Instrument

Coefficient −0.057 −0.129 −0.074
Conventional 95% CI [-0.217, 0.104] [-0.295, 0.038] [-0.264, 0.116]
Permutation 95% CI [-0.405, 0.577] [-0.446, 0.364]

B. Controlling for Expected Instrument
Coefficient −0.149 −0.069
Conventional 95% CI [-0.318, 0.020] [-0.259, 0.121]
Permutation 95% CI [-0.460, 0.390] [-0.487, 0.278]

N=5,282; includes city and year fixed effects; conventional CIs cluster by 373 cities.
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Table A2: Conventional and Shock-Exposure IV Pre-Trend and Effect
Estimates

Pre-trends Estimates
Simulated
Instrument

IV

SEIV
(Actual
Income)

SEIV
(Predicted
Income)

SEIV
(Predicted
Income)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Is Insured 0.001 0.006 0.003 0.078∗∗∗
(0.009) (0.005) (0.006) (0.014)

Has Medicaid 0.015∗∗∗ 0.015∗∗∗ 0.007 0.098∗∗∗
(0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.016)

Has Private −0.011 −0.007∗ −0.001 −0.023∗∗
(0.011) (0.004) (0.004) (0.010)

Has Other −0.000 −0.000 0.002 0.002
(0.004) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003)

First Stage 0.538∗∗∗
(0.019)

Individuals 2,400,142 425,112 319,870 320,044
States 43 43 43 43

Notes: Column 1 of this table estimates a difference-in-differences regression of
coverage in 2012 and 2013 on a simulated instrument, interacted with year, pre-
dicting 2014 eligibility from an individual’s state with a nationally representative
sample of individuals in 2014. This specification also controls for state and year
fixed effects and predicted 2014 eligibility main effects. Columns 2-4 estimate
similar pre-trend specifications with a shock-exposure instrument predicting 2014
eligibility from an individual’s state’s Medicaid expansion decision as described in
the text. These specifications restrict to observations with a non-degenerate ad-
justed instrument. The instrument in column 2 is constructed from actual house-
hold income, as a percentage of the federal poverty level (FPL), while column 3
predicts income FPL percentages from a model, estimated in 2013, that regresses
the log of income FPL percentages on individuals’ family type, age, educational
attainment, quadratic terms for age and education, and indicator variables for sex,
white, married, and labor force participation. Column 4 estimates a difference-in-
differences IV regression with this predicted income shock-exposure instrument,
as in column 6 of Table 1. All estimates come from a nationally representative
sample of individuals in 43 states that did not previously expand Medicaid eligi-
bility as in the ACA prior to 2014. Robust standard errors, clustered by state, are
reported in parentheses. Asterisks denote significance at the 10% (*), 5% (**),
and 1% (***) levels.
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Table A3: Shock-Exposure IV Estimates of Medicaid Eligibility Effects, Alternative Expansion Designs

State Covariates
No Republican Median Medicaid All

Covariates Governor Income Rate Covariates
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A. IV Estimates
Is Insured 0.059∗∗∗ 0.051∗∗∗ 0.066∗∗∗ 0.066∗∗∗ 0.060∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.009) (0.014) (0.014) (0.013)

Has Medicaid 0.085∗∗∗ 0.074∗∗∗ 0.092∗∗∗ 0.087∗∗∗ 0.078∗∗∗
(0.011) (0.010) (0.014) (0.013) (0.011)

Has Private −0.025∗∗∗ −0.023∗∗∗ −0.024∗∗∗ −0.022∗∗∗ −0.020∗∗
(0.006) (0.007) (0.006) (0.007) (0.008)

Has Other 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.004
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003)

First Stage 0.969∗∗∗ 1.007∗∗∗ 0.917∗∗∗ 0.971∗∗∗ 0.969∗∗∗
(0.016) (0.099) (0.064) (0.094) (0.134)

Panel B. Specification Tests
Expected Instrument Slope Coefficient 1.110 0.784 1.104 1.056

(0.284) (0.471) (0.261) (0.124)

Expected Instrument Mean Difference −0.151∗ −0.078 −0.070 −0.035 −0.008
(0.090) (0.072) (0.088) (0.069) (0.055)

χ2 Test: Slope=1, Mean Diff.=0 2.794 1.223 0.784 0.797 0.294
[0.102] [0.547] [0.678] [0.674] [0.864]

Individuals 421,042 421,042 320,044 421,042 421,042
States 43 43 43 43 43

Notes: Panel A of this table estimates difference-in-difference shock-exposure IV regressions, as in column 6
of Table 1, with different predicted 2014 eligibility expected instrument controls based on different models for
state expansion decision. Coverage effects are measured in 2014. Column 1 repeats the baseline estimates where
expansion decisions are assumed random across states, while columns 2-4 model the expansion decision as a
function of 2012 state characteristics with a probit regression (weighted by 2012 state population). Column 5
includes all of these state covariates in a single weighted probit model. Panel B reports slope coefficients from
regressing predicted 2014 eligibility on the different expected instruments along with the difference in the average
instrument and the average expected instrument. Test statistics for the null hypotheses of correct specification
(that the slope coefficient is one and the difference in means is zero) are reported, with p-values in brackets. All
estimates come from a nationally representative sample of individuals in 43 states that did not previously expand
Medicaid eligibility as in the ACA prior to 2014. Robust standard errors, clustered by state, are reported in
parentheses. Asterisks denote significance at the 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (***) levels.
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Table A4: Conventional and Shock-Exposure IV Estimates of Medicaid Eligibility Effects, 2015
Outcomes

Conventional Estimates SEIV Estimates
OLS

No
Controls

Income
Controls

Simulated
Instrument

IV

Expansion
Instrument

IV
Recentered Controlled Sharp

Sample

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Is Insured 0.090∗∗∗ 0.029∗∗ 0.036 0.075∗ 0.059 0.067∗ 0.109∗∗∗
(0.012) (0.013) (0.035) (0.043) (0.051) (0.035) (0.018)

Has Medicaid 0.096∗∗∗ 0.082∗∗∗ 0.175∗∗∗ 0.218∗∗∗ 0.170∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗ 0.173∗∗∗
(0.011) (0.011) (0.021) (0.031) (0.026) (0.024) (0.018)

Has Private −0.002 −0.051∗∗∗ −0.128∗∗∗ −0.129∗∗∗ −0.106∗∗ −0.079∗∗∗ −0.058∗∗∗
(0.006) (0.007) (0.026) (0.026) (0.047) (0.020) (0.009)

Has Other 0.005∗∗∗ 0.000 0.004 0.003 −0.006 −0.002 −0.000
(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.005) (0.006) (0.003) (0.003)

First Stage 0.935∗∗∗ 0.184∗∗∗ 0.618∗∗∗ 0.810∗∗∗ 0.854∗∗∗
(0.031) (0.020) (0.179) (0.103) (0.084)

Individuals 2,400,730 2,400,730 2,400,730 2,400,730 2,400,730 2,400,730 418,852
States 43 43 43 43 43 43 43

Notes: This table reports OLS and IV estimates of the effect of Medicaid eligibility in 2015 on different forms
of insurance coverage in 2015. Column 1 estimates a difference-in-differences regression of coverage in 2013 and
2015 on 2015 eligibility, interacted with year, controlling for state and year fixed effects. Column 2 further controls
for a fourth-order polynomial in household income (as a percentage of the federal poverty level) interacted with
year. Column 3 estimates difference-in-differences IV regressions with a simulated instrument, interacted with
year, predicting 2014 eligibility from an individual’s state with a nationally representative sample of individuals
in 2014. This specification also controls for state and year fixed effects and predicted 2014 eligibility main effects.
Columns 5-7 estimate difference-in-differences IV regressions with a shock-exposure instrument, interacted with
year, predicting 2014 eligibility from an individual’s state’s Medicaid expansion decision as described in the text.
These specifications also control for state and year fixed effects and predicted 2014 eligibility main effects. The
instrument in Column 5 adjusts for an individual’s expected eligibility over the state expansion shocks. Column 6
controls for the shock-exposure instrument. Column 7 restricts estimation to observations with a non-degenerate
adjusted instrument. Estimates come from a nationally representative sample of individuals in 43 states that did
not expand Medicaid eligibility as in the ACA prior to 2014. Robust standard errors, clustered by state, are
reported in parentheses. Asterisks denote significance at the 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (***) levels.
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Table A5: Conventional and Shock-Exposure IV Pre-Trend and Effect
Estimates, 2015 Outcomes

Pre-trends Estimates
Simulated
Instrument

IV

SEIV
(Actual
Income)

SEIV
(Predicted
Income)

SEIV
(Predicted
Income)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Is Insured 0.001 0.006 0.003 0.137∗∗∗
(0.009) (0.005) (0.006) (0.026)

Has Medicaid 0.015∗∗∗ 0.015∗∗∗ 0.007 0.203∗∗∗
(0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.027)

Has Private −0.011 −0.007∗ −0.001 −0.057∗∗∗
(0.011) (0.004) (0.004) (0.012)

Has Other −0.000 −0.000 0.002 −0.003
(0.004) (0.002) (0.002) (0.005)

First Stage 0.473∗∗∗
(0.053)

Individuals 2,400,142 425,112 319,870 320,569
States 43 43 43 43

Notes: Column 1 of this table estimates a difference-in-differences regression of
coverage in 2012 and 2013 on a simulated instrument, interacted with year, pre-
dicting 2014 eligibility from an individual’s state with a nationally representative
sample of individuals in 2015. This specification also controls for state and year
fixed effects and predicted 2014 eligibility main effects. Columns 2-4 estimate
similar pre-trend specifications with a shock-exposure instrument predicting 2014
eligibility from an individual’s state’s Medicaid expansion decision as described in
the text. These specifications restrict to observations with a non-degenerate ad-
justed instrument. The instrument in column 2 is constructed from actual house-
hold income, as a percentage of the federal poverty level (FPL), while column 3
predicts income FPL percentages from a model, estimated in 2013, that regresses
the log of income FPL percentages on individuals’ family type, age, educational
attainment, quadratic terms for age and education, and indicator variables for sex,
white, married, and labor force participation. Column 4 estimates a difference-in-
differences IV regression with this predicted income shock-exposure instrument,
as in column 6 of Table 1. All estimates come from a nationally representative
sample of individuals in 43 states that did not previously expand Medicaid eligi-
bility as in the ACA prior to 2014. Robust standard errors, clustered by state, are
reported in parentheses. Asterisks denote significance at the 10% (*), 5% (**),
and 1% (***) levels.
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Table A6: Shock-Exposure IV Estimates of Medicaid Eligibility Effects, Alternative Expansion Designs,
2015 Outcomes

State Covariates
No Republican Median Medicaid All

Covariates Governor Income Rate Covariates
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A. IV Estimates
Is Insured 0.109∗∗∗ 0.097∗∗∗ 0.125∗∗∗ 0.112∗∗∗ 0.104∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.012) (0.021) (0.026) (0.021)

Has Medicaid 0.173∗∗∗ 0.159∗∗∗ 0.193∗∗∗ 0.177∗∗∗ 0.172∗∗∗
(0.018) (0.014) (0.024) (0.026) (0.025)

Has Private −0.058∗∗∗ −0.057∗∗∗ −0.059∗∗∗ −0.060∗∗∗ −0.063∗∗∗
(0.009) (0.008) (0.011) (0.012) (0.012)

Has Other −0.000 0.001 0.002 −0.000 0.004
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)

First Stage 0.854∗∗∗ 0.903∗∗∗ 0.780∗∗∗ 0.816∗∗∗ 0.798∗∗∗
(0.084) (0.112) (0.110) (0.142) (0.165)

Panel B. Specification Tests
Expected Instrument Slope Coefficient 1.111 0.783 1.104 1.054

(0.283) (0.471) (0.258) (0.124)

Expected Instrument Mean Difference 0.072 −0.098 −0.030 −0.051 −0.015
(0.090) (0.096) (0.118) (0.062) (0.053)

χ2 Test: Slope=1, Mean Diff.=0 0.630 1.219 0.793 0.762 0.261
[0.432] [0.548] [0.675] [0.685] [0.878]

Individuals 418,852 418,852 320,569 418,852 418,852
States 43 43 43 43 43

Notes: Panel A of this table estimates difference-in-difference shock-exposure IV regressions, as in column 6
of Table 1, with different predicted 2014 eligibility expected instrument controls based on different models for
state expansion decision. Coverage effects are measured in 2015. Column 1 repeats the baseline estimates where
expansion decisions are assumed random across states, while columns 2-4 model the expansion decision as a
function of 2012 state characteristics with a probit regression (weighted by 2012 state population). Column 5
includes all of these state covariates in a single weighted probit model. Panel B reports slope coefficients from
regressing predicted 2014 eligibility on the different expected instruments along with the difference in the average
instrument and the average expected instrument. Test statistics for the null hypotheses of correct specification
(that the slope coefficient is one and the difference in means is zero) are reported, with p-values in brackets. All
estimates come from a nationally representative sample of individuals in 43 states that did not previously expand
Medicaid eligibility as in the ACA prior to 2014. Robust standard errors, clustered by state, are reported in
parentheses. Asterisks denote significance at the 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (***) levels.
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